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I said...



”
Give me

HALF
a reason

When my IPM account executive recom-
mended that I pick up a roll of half
ounce American Eagle coins, I have to

admit that I was skeptical. I’m an investor, not a col-
lector, after all. And that’s exactly what I told her.
“Think of this as an investment in a collector market,”
she replied, and I was intrigued. “Low mintage half
ounce Gold Eagles have enjoyed a consistent track
record of enhanced values that one ounce coins can’t
hope to match,” she continued. I had to admit, the
charts and graphs showed return potential I never as-
sociated with a gold holding. But one particular ex-
ample really drove it home. She described the best
theoretical opportunity I could possibly have enjoyed
by investing in one ounce Gold Eagle coins. A roll of
those coins purchased when gold touched historic
lows in 2001 and sold on recent highs would have
yielded me a tidy profit of over $4,000. Not bad,
until you consider that a roll of half ounce Gold Ea-
gles picked up in 1991 could have yielded me a
breathtaking $36,647 gain in value. Now, it’s just
hard to ignore numbers like that. So I decided that
my one ounce coins could use a little company. I’m
no collector, but I’m not one to turn a blind eye to a
golden opportunity, either. 

Turn the page for a detailed
performance chart on the
American Eagle $25, half
ounce gold coin, and read the
Smart Money article in this
issue of NTK for more informa-
tion on IPM’s time-tested hold-
ing strategy. Then pick up the
phone and call us. You’ll be
glad you did.

1-800-781-2090



CORNERSTONE
The most important building block in the proven IPM holding strategyT
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The $25 American Eagle gold coin lies at the heart of IPM’s proven
holding strategy and is right for every portfolio, regardless of size.

IPM delivers all Eagle coins in guaranteed Brilliant Uncirculated
condition to enhance your opportunity for

potential numismatic appreciation

Due to lower
mintage num-
bers, half-ounce
Gold Eagle coins
can perform well
because of their
collector value,
which is largely
independent of
gold prices. Major
increases have
been realized
even during peri-
ods of flat or de-
clining gold
prices.

1-800-781-2090
Professional Traders available 24 hours a day

Add the $25 American Eagle Gold coin to your portfolio
today. There are several convenient ways to hold this

coin, each of which carries important benefits:

• Acquire the exact quantity that suits your needs,
from one to one thousand coins or more.

• Hold Treasury-sealed Mint Rolls of 40 coins. Mint rolls
are highly desirable and liquid in secondary markets.

• A Treasury-sealed Mint Case of 1,000 coins can exert
real market leverage when mintage numbers are low.

Order item GE-02
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FREE!Complete your collectionand receive the 1986
Silver Eagle FREE!

1986 Silver Eagle
MS-69

1986 Gold Eagle Set
MS-69

American Buffalo Gold
First Strike/Early Release

2006-2008
MS-69

American Buffalo Gold
Complete Set

MS-69

Modern History
U.S. MINT

Collection
Start 2008 right by joining 

an elite group of collectors 
and investors who hold 

some of the most historically 
significant issues of  the U.S. 

Mint’s modern gold and silver 
programs! These solid addi-

tions to a modern U.S. Mint 
portfolio include each of the 
inaugural 1986 Eagle coins 
and a complete collection of 

the new American Buffalo 
series – all in NGC certified 

MS-69 condition!
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2008Put History in Your Portfolio
2006 witnessed the introduction of the first 24 karat gold coin ever
released to the public by the United States Mint. The new coin was
met with great enthusiasm, and now in its third year of issue, the
American Buffalo continues to enjoy tremendous appeal both to
collectors and investors. The revival of James Earle Fraser’s 1913
iconic Buffalo nickel design evokes a deep sense of history and the
.9999 gold content matches a recent worldwide trend towards 24
karat gold coins. Such coins forego the small amounts of alloy
metal that historically made gold issues more durable for regular
circulation in favor of the allure of pure gold. 

New Coin, New Opportunity
This new coin brings with it an exciting opportunity - With just
three issues yet produced, a complete collection lies within easy
reach for even the most modest portfolio. What’s more, IPM has
made it easy to complete your collection with the most desirable
museum-grade MS-69 specimens available. Each coin in this
special allocation was among those issued in the first 30 days of
official release, allowing a special distinction by NGC, the offi-
cial grading service of the American Numismatic Association.

Start Something Big
To the longtime collector and investor in U.S. Mint issues, coins
from the U.S. Mint’s modern precious metals program which
began in 1986 may all still seem new and easily obtainable. In a
historic sense 23 years may seem a brief span, but tell that to any-
one who has ever tried to assemble a complete collection of Eagle
coins and they’ll likely respond with a knowing laugh: That
group includes 163 regular issues; add in proof coins and the
number tops 300. Locating and acquiring that many individual
specimens could make for a full-time job. Locating them in
matching grades could make for a full-time obsession - which
would demand both great patience and deep pockets. To give an
idea of how real this challenge is, consider that IPM has had to
place clients on a long waiting list to obtain inaugural issue MS-
69 certified Platinum Eagle sets!

Begin your American Buffalo collection now, and you will enjoy
the opportunity to build your portfolio with the release of each
new issue. IPM will be here to offer you the opportunity to con-
tinue your collection in matching grades. Even if you choose not
to expand on your portfolio, you will hold the earliest coins in the
series, including the inaugural 2006 issue. First year issues always
hold special numismatic appeal and enjoy particular potential for
enhanced value over time.

First Strikes/Early
Release: Collection

Documents
Historic Shift

As the official grading service of the
American Numismatic Association
(ANA), the world’s largest organiza-
tion dedicated to the collection and
study of coins, NGC adheres to the
very highest standards of grading and
designation. Collectors have long
sought out the first coins to be re-
leased in a given issue year; tradition-
ally these coins have been termed
“first strikes.” Adhering to this con-
vention, NGC created a special First
Strikes designation that would be as-
signed only to coins released during
the first thirty days of the Buffalo
issue’s official introduction. Passion-
ate (and arguably pedantic) collectors
within the ANA and the collector
community at large have long wran-
gled with the exact definition of the
traditional first strike term, and NGC
determined that the best way to steer
clear of controversy was to change its
official designation to “Early Re-
leases,” beginning in 2007. Both as-
signments reflect the exact same
standard - only the name has
changed. When you hold a matching
collection of the three American Buf-
falo coins, this transition is docu-
mented in your collection. In years to
come this shift will likely represent
one of those small footnotes in his-
tory that appeal to serious collectors
precisely because the distinction will
have long been forgotten by most.
That translates into an opportunity
to enjoy special collector appeal, a
factor which often further translates
into enhanced market value.

Turn the page for order
info and another FREE

bonus!



2008Start Something Even Bigger
While you capitalize on the opportunity to hold a complete collection
of American Buffalo coins that includes the 2006 inaugural issue, take
advantage of this special promotion to add an inaugural issue 1986
American Eagle gold set and an inaugural issue 1986 American Eagle
silver dollar to your holdings – each also certified ultra-gem MS-69 by
NGC. This gives you continuity in both grade and certification service.
You’ll be holding the inaugural issues for all three coin series, giving you
a collection that will have special significance and enhanced long-term
potential whether you choose to continue to acquire additional coins in
these series or if you choose to simply hold this exciting collection with-
out any future additions. It’s both a great collection on its own, and a
fantastic foundation on which to build in the future! 

Complete the American Buffalo collection and acquire the inaugural issue
1986 American Eagle gold set and receive the inaugural issue 1986 Ameri-
can Eagle silver dollar absolutely FREE!

EXTRA BONUS: Complete your collection and you’ll be placed on our wait-
ing list to acquire the inaugural issue 1997 American Eagle Platinum four-
coin set. This elite privilege comes to you with no cost or obligation to buy. 
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Order item SP-06

Order item SP-07

Order item SP-08

Order the complete
collection and

receive the 1986
Silver Eagle

FREE!
Order item SP-03

Contact an IPM account execu-
tive if you’ve already begun

your collection to receive your
FREE Silver Eagle

Order item SP-01

Order item SP-02

Order item SP-86



Can a modern issue U.S. Mint uncirculated coin really
offer me worthwhile return potential?

My brother has collected coins for years. He says, “those are all just bullion coins.”

I’m confused. What should I do?

Answer:
Turn the page
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Traditionally, precious metal investor
coins like the American Eagle have been
valued for their bullion content alone.
IPM has built countless success stories
based on another vital, but often over-
looked secondary market for bullion
coins, that is based on the rarity and in-
vestor/collector demand for previous
issue gold, silver and platinum coins.

IPM lays claim to a level of success that
few hard asset brokers can. Since low
mintage American Eagle coins enjoy both
a bullion value and an independent col-
lector value, they have, in effect, a built-in
hedge for the individual investor which
can yield profit opportunities regardless
of metal market trends. The key to pro-
ducing real returns for our clients is sim-
ple: Identify Eagle coins whose
mintage/sales trend numbers suggest a
low final mintage and recommend them
to our clients, especially when metal price
trends move in a favorable direction.
Then, identify the key opportunities for
the investor to liquidate or reallocate. Not
exactly rocket science, but many of our
clients tell us that their previous broker
never, not even a single time, called them
with an opportunity to liquidate or reallo-
cate their holdings and enjoy a profit. IPM
analysts have made an art of identifying
these key opportunities since the incep-
tion of the modern U.S. bullion program,
in 1986. Simple as the strategy is, it does
take more market information and re-
search than the average investor could
conveniently manage on his or her own.   

Low mintage U.S. Mint
coins can enjoy secondary
market value that far
exceeds their bullion value
alone. Meet the superstars
of the U.S. Mint’s Eagle
series, plus some guest
stars from the Mint’s
commemorative
program. SoarS O M E  E A G L E S

H I G H E R
1990 $25 Gold Eagle - Set the low
mintage record for Eagle coins when
final numbers were reported for the year.
This half ounce Eagle still stands among
the most hard-to-find Gold Eagle coins,
as its current price shows.

MS-69 (NGC)  . . . . . . .$1,420

1991 $25 Gold Eagle - Shattered the low
mintage record set just the previous year.
This half ounce Eagle stands as the top-
performer among all modern issue uncir-
culated Gold Eagle coins.

MS-69 (NGC)  . . . . . . .$2,500

1997 $25 Platinum Eagle - This inaugu-
ral issue quarter-ounce Platinum coin has
appreciated handsomely over the past ten
years, with the population of perfect MS-
70 specimens remaining extremely low.

MS-70 (NGC)  . . . . . . .$4,895

Order item SS-1

Order item SS-2

Order item SS-3SOLD!



1998 $50 Platinum Eagle - This half-ounce
Platinum coin is quite a find in perfect MS-
70 condition, as reflected by a value that is
many times greater than is represented by its
half ounce platinum content.

MS-70 (NGC)  . . . . . .$11,995

Order item SS-6

Order item SS-8

1995 $1 West Point Silver Eagle Proof -
Phenomenal gain for this very special Sil-
ver Dollar Proof! “W” Mint mark coin
was released only as part of a 10th An-
niversary set.

PF-69 (NGC)  . . . . . . .$8,750

Order item SS-7

2006 $100 Platinum Eagle - With their
record-setting low mintage numbers as-
sured, these coins were trading at a large
premium even before U.S. Mint produc-
tion figures become official!

MS-69 (NGC)  . . . . . . .$3,250

MS-70 (NGC)  . . . . . . .$5,400

Order item SS-4

Order item SS-5

Commemoratives
2001 Buffalo Silver Commemorative - Taking its design from the
old Buffalo Nickel (and now sharing it with the American Buffalo
Gold), this Silver Dollar has enjoyed fantastic gains in value.

MS-69 (NGC)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$490

Soar
1999 $50 Platinum Eagle - This
half ounce coin is another great il-
lustration of the potential benefits
to be gained by holding high grade
certified specimens.

MS-70 (NGC)  . . . .$12,000

Order item SS-9

1988 $1 Silver Eagle - It’s hard to
believe that a Silver Dollar could
command such a price, but serious
collectors can find it challenging to
locate high grade issues like this one.

MS-70 (NGC)  . . . .$13,500

1996 Olympic High Jump Com-
memorative
MS-69 (NGC)  . . . . . .$695

1997 $5 Gold Jackie Robinson
Gold Commemorative
MS-70 (NGC)  . . . . .$8,850

Order item SS-10

Order item SS-11

Order item SS-12

higher

SOLD!

Please note - availability of these coins is extremely limited. We
may have as few as one specimen available for these promo-

tional items. All coins offered on a first come, first served basis!



IPM Industry Associations

ANA (AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ASSOCIA-
TION) - The largest organization in the
U.S. devoted to coin collecting and related
interests. With headquarters on the Col-
orado College campus in Colorado
Springs, the ANA is the most respected au-
thority on all matters related to rare coins.
Numerous IPM associates hold member-
ship with this organization, and IPM holds
status as a member dealer. 

BBB (BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU) - The na-
tion’s largest and best
known organization
devoted to busi-
ness and con-
sumer
protection is-
sues, IPM is
both a mem-
ber and par-
ticipant in
the Bureau’s
CARE pro-
gram, which is
focused on address-
ing the needs of the
consumer, and commits IPM
to prompt resolution of any
consumer complaint -
something that rarely hap-
pens, thanks to IPM’s focus
on customer service. IPM
is also a member of the
BBB’s Online Reliability
Program, which allows visi-
tors to the company’s website
to instantly check our affilia-
tion credentials. 

ICTA (INDUSTRY COUNCIL ON TANGIBLE

ASSETS) - The national trade association
for the rare coin, precious metals and
tangible assets industry. ICTA works in
Washington to protect and further the
interests of the precious metals and rare
coin collector and investor, and can
claim credit for helping secure passage of
legislation important to all who hold
such assets. Reduced IRS red tape and
the allowance of precious metals-based
IRA accounts are but two important
ICTA victories. 

NGC (NUMISMATIC GUARANTY CORPO-
RATION) - Along with PCGS, one of two
universally respected third-party coin
grading services. Coins submitted for
NGC certification are graded by consen-
sus of a panel of numismatic experts and
are encapsulated in a tamper-evident pro-
tective holder. NGC-certified coins are
bought and sold “sight unseen” with con-
fidence, owing to the respect and impar-
tiality which NGC commands. 

PCGS (PROFESSIONAL COIN GRADING

SERVICE) - Along with NGC, one of
two universally respected third-party

coin grading services. Coins sub-
mitted for PCGS certification are
graded by consensus of a panel
of numismatic experts and are
encapsulated in a tamper-evi-
dent protective holder. PCGS-
certified coins are bought and
sold “sight unseen” with confi-

dence, owing to the respect and
impartiality which PCGS

commands. 

TCDA (TEXAS COIN

DEALERS ASSOCIA-
TION) - An organi-
zation of
Texas-based coin
dealers and re-
lated companies

that promotes
good business prac-

tices and supports the
interests of collectors

and investors everywhere.

UNITED STATES MINT - IPM is recognized
by the U.S. Mint as a nationwide dealer of
U.S. Mint Eagle gold, silver and platinum
coins. Only about two dozen companies
are so recognized in published Mint litera-
ture. Close communication with U.S.
Mint officials is an important component
of our research strategy for selecting coins
for specific recommendation to IPM col-
lectors and investors. 



target:

$2k
How $2,000 gold
could become a reality

It's taken nearly 30 years for gold to eclipse its historic, record bull run of 1980. Current 
market conditions share some uncanny parallels to the ones that last pushed gold to $850, 
but adjusted to today's dollars we are nowhere near a comparable peak. The fact that gold 
has not quickly retreated from the $850 mark as it did in 1980 but continues to push higher 
solidifies evidence that we are far from a giddy spike that punctuated the last great bull run. 
And if there are parallels to the past there are important new realities to consider as well.
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Flash back to 1979 - gold had nearly doubled between January and Oc-
tober to a high of $426, on top of a spectacular rise during the previous
three years. When the price retreated to $373, it could have easily ap-
peared that the market had reached the top of a very successful run. Of
course we know that there was more - much more - to come, and those
who took profits at that point would later regret not hanging on. If ever
there were an occasion where an investor might be tempted to complain
after doubling or tripling his money, this scenario could represent the
rare instance when some sympathy might be accorded. 

So, what can we observe and learn from that moment in history? We
know that a lot of people made spectacular profits holding gold. And
though it may have been heartbreaking for most who missed the narrow
profit-taking window presented during the brief, transient rush to a price
level of $850, the fact remains that one did not need to catch that spike to
enjoy fantastic returns. The market of that era gave investors ample op-
portunities to nearly double their money in a few months even if they
missed the $850 peak. The investor who bought in January and sold in
October would have enjoyed that chance, as would the individual who
bought when gold slid back to $373 but missed the chance to liquidate at
the $850 peak: Gold would climb back above $700 twice more within a
year’s time. Consider the lucky chap who bought gold just three years ear-
lier, when it had reached its low point just above $100 an ounce. That fel-
low could have witnessed an increase in the value of his holdings several
times over even if he picked a particularly inopportune moment to reallo-
cate those assets in 1980 (it’s no secret that the $850 spike happened so
quickly that few individual investors were able to liquidate gold assets be-
fore the price fell precipitously.)

Today’s investor tempted to think gold has little room left for growth
might do well to carefully consider the dynamics of that era. There were
many winners in gold and the window of opportunity available to in-
vestors was far larger than the famous, brief spike might lead one to be-
lieve. In inflation-adjusted dollars, gold would need to hit at least $2,200
to match 1980’s historic peak. It is quite possible gold will not match that
mark under current market conditions - but the great news is it doesn’t
have to reach inflation-adjusted levels in order to create a new generation
of winners, and if it indeed does experience a transient spike mirroring
that of 1980, missing a liquidation opportunity will probably not pre-
clude the chance to enjoy fantastic gains for the great majority of individ-
ual investors. 

F
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1979 and Now
The 1970’s were not a good time for the U.S. dollar. Already
in decline, President Nixon’s decision to effectively dispense
with the gold standard allowed the dollar’s value to float -
which it did, in a steady, downward direction. Central banks
grew leery of the greenback as overseas investors liquidating
the currency left them holding ever larger amounts of the
weakened currency. Compare that to today, where the U.S.
dollar has lost more than 20% of its value against a broad
group of currencies and nearly 40% against the euro since
2002. The dollar recovered from its previous slump only after
years of aggressive rate increases by the Federal Reserve, but it
has again given way to problems that have the entire world
looking for alternatives. Though Iran has yet to launch its
planned euro-based petroleum exchange it claims to have suc-
ceeded in securing payment for all of its oil exports in non-
dollar currencies. Saddam Hussein had successfully converted
Iraqi oil transactions to Euros prior to the U.S. invasion.
Byron Wien, Morgan Stanley’s chief strategist for many years,
predicts that 2008 will witness Russia’s new president demand
its oil exports be paid for in rubles.

If the dollar’s role in the oil trade evokes particular connec-
tions to 1970s-era troubles it is hardly the only arena in
which the U.S. currency is losing favor. Official voices in
China have expressed open criticism of the dollar and appear
to be following through with announced intentions to diver-
sify out of the nation’s large holding of dollar-based assets.
Though it seems counter to Chinese interests to hobble the
economy of its largest trading partner the emerging giant cer-
tainly possesses enough interest in the greenback to deal the
currency a devastating punch should it so choose. Whatever
course China might take, the “Asia factor” in gold’s future
goes far beyond issues of Beijing policy: Wien forecasts that in
2008, “Gold reaches $1,000 an ounce as disillusionment with
paper currencies spreads across Asia.” The notion that such
nervousness extends beyond Chinese borders and beyond the
dollar, to other paper currencies, could have massive implica-
tions if Wien is correct. Loren Steffy recently noted in a
Houston Chronicle article that Brazilian-born supermodel
Gisele Bundchen is now “insisting she be paid in almost any
currency except U.S. dollars.” He wryly notes that the super-
model shares a mind with the likes of Bill Gates and Warren
Buffet, and confesses that he is forced to agree with the senti-
ments shared by that unlikely trio.

NYT
The World Melts for Gold

New York Times
January 19-20 Weekend Edition, 2008

Story by Carolyn Cui and T. Areddy

The section lead story is full of
quotable passages that lend cre-

dence to issues and concerns cited
by IPM analysts:

“Gold-bug fever is spreading. From
China to the Middle East, new ways to
invest in gold are rapidly popping up in
developing countries. It’s transforming
the market for one of mankind’s most
venerable ways to sock away wealth.”

“The democratization of gold specula-
tion outside traditional Western finan-
cial centers has the potential to
magnify the already strong appeal of
gold as a hedge against global recession,
inflation or just general uncertainty.”

“Investors world-wide shifted billions
of dollars into new gold investments
last year, fueling a 31% increase in
the price of bullion on the Comex di-
vision of the New York Mercantile Ex-
change, the world’s most important
gold market.”
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Yet another theme to consider is that of global
tension and conflict. 1979 marked the overthrow
of Iran’s Western-friendly government and the en-
suing hostage crisis. It has been noted that gold’s
brief run to $850 came directly on the heels of the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. Whether one
prefers to observe the fact that these two nations
find themselves at the forefront
of U.S. global concerns both
then and now as supremely sig-
nificant or supremely ironic,
the practical concerns are the
same. At a time when the U.S.
has squandered global respect
and political currency with an
internationally unpopular inva-
sion of Iraq and with its mili-
tary remaining heavily
committed to that region, the
world’s only remaining super-
power is suddenly looking a bit
over-extended and vulnerable.
Provocation as bold as Iranian
confrontation of U.S. warships
and as subtle as an increasingly
more assertive Kremlin are
signs that the U.S. can expect
to have its geopolitical hands
full in the months and years
that lie ahead.

The Return of Stagflation?
Much like the leisure suit, stagflation is one of
those forgotten relics of the 1970s that one might
hope to never experience again. Unfortunately, the
unsavory combination of inflation and a stagnant
economy seems to be a wolf that the Fed may not
easily chase from our doorstep. Indeed, the Re-
serve Board is caught in between a proverbial rock
and hard place: Lowering interest rates might
stimulate the sluggish economy and head off a
full-scale meltdown in the mortgage and housing
sectors but it does so at the certain expense of fur-
ther weakening the dollar. A recent issue of Mar-

tin Weiss’ Safe Money Report began with the ban-
ner headline, “U.S. Recession Unavoidable.” Simi-
larly, Reuters reports that Goldman Sachs is
calling for recession in 2008, and for the unem-
ployment rate to hit 6.5% in 2009. Confident
that the current weak-dollar policy will prevail,
the article also predicted further rate cuts by the

Fed. The piece also cites Merrill
Lynch economist David Rosen-
berg’s call that December’s un-
employment figures “confirmed
that the economy was entering
a recession.” 

With Goldman Sachs among
those seeing future rate cuts as
the Fed’s strategy for the com-
ing year, few see current Fed
chairman Ben Bernanke as
likely to adopt the strategy em-
ployed by Paul Volker, who
raised rates to levels approach-
ing 20% and tightened money
supplies in a successful attempt
to rescue the dollar. Given that
it took a span of years and
many incremental rate increases
to achieve that goal, history
might suggest that a reversal of
the current weak-dollar policy

could be a strategy that would not yield quick and
painless results. One important difference between
today and 1979 is that interest rates had already
been rising and inflation was at considerably
higher, double-digit levels. Conventional wisdom
might argue inflation pressures are more well-con-
tained today and some numbers do support that
notion. Nonetheless, the fact remains that the
whole financial and investment community has
nervous eyes focused on the threat of rising infla-
tion, a declining dollar, and an economy headed
into recession. It’s also possible our arbitrary
choice of comparing today’s economic situation to
that in 1979 is off base, and hindsight might sug-

In inflation-adjusted
dollars, gold would
need to hit at least

$2,200 to match
1980’s historic peak.

It is quite possible
gold will not match

that mark under cur-
rent market condi-

tions - but the great
news is it doesn’t

have to reach infla-
tion-adjusted levels
in order to create a
new generation of

winners
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If it’s the first business day of the new year, it’s time
for Byron Wien’s annual forecast of the biggest sur-
prises to come. As he’s done since 1986, Harvard-
educated Wien, who was Morgan Stanley’s chief
strategist for years before jumping to Pequot Capi-
tal a little over two years ago, promptly issued his
economic, financial market and political surprises
for 2008. Wien comments that he believes these
surprises, which the consensus would assign only a
one-in-three chance of happening, have at least a
50 percent probability of occurring at some point
during the year. In previous years, he notes, more
than half of the elements of the list have proven
correct. Here are some highlights, including items
cited in the accompanying story and others that
readers may find particularly interesting.

• In spite of Federal Reserve easing, and other
policy measures, the United States economy suf-
fers its first recession since 2001 as housing starts
stay soft and banks are reluctant to lend to anyone
where a whiff of risk is apparent. Federal funds
drop below 3%. The unemployment rate moves
definitively above 5% and consumer spending is
lackluster.

• Foreign investors flock in to buy cheap assets in
the U.S. early in the year but the dollar declines
later as several countries holding large reserves di-
versify into other assets.

• Inflation rises above 5% on the Consumer Price
Index as higher commodity prices and oil finally

begin to have an impact in spite of modest wage
increases. The 10-year U.S. Treasury yield rises to
5%. Stagflation becomes a frequent presidential
campaign and Op-Ed discussion topic.

• The price of oil goes down early in the year and
up later, sinking to $80 a barrel in the first half as
western economies slow and inventories are drawn
down, and rising to $115 in the second. Estab-
lished wells continue to decline in production
while China, India and the Middle East increase
their consumption.

• Gold reaches $1,000 an ounce as disillusion-
ment with paper currencies spreads across Asia.

• The recession in the United States slows the
Chinese economy modestly but its stock market
declines sharply.

• The new Russian President Dmitry Medvedev,
under the tutelage of Vladimir Putin, becomes
more assertive in world affairs. He insists that
Russian oil and gas be paid for in rubles and de-
mands a Russian seat at major world conferences. 

•Barack Obama becomes the 44th President in a
landslide victory… With conditions in Iraq im-
proving, the weak economy becomes the deter-
mining issue in voters’ minds. They want to make
sure that gridlock ends and Congress gets some-
thing done for a change. The Democrats end up
with 60 Senate seats and a clear majority in the
House of Representatives.

BIGTHINGS
FOR 2008

Byron Wien’s Surprises
Coming in 2008
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gest a better parallel to an earlier year, one in which economic conditions were not
near their darkest moments - and in which gold prices had a long and steady climb
ahead of them.

The Asian Twins
It is easy and sometimes tempting to get too carried away with analogies between any
prior point in history and the present day. Differing political and economic realities
are sufficiently complex as to render any such comparison a matter of opinion and
guesswork. But as the familiar aphorism goes, those who do not learn from history are
doomed to repeat it. So it behooves us to examine possibilities while resisting the
temptation to turn them into outright prophecies. 

Certain new global realities may dilute these analogies but help build a case for gold’s
future in their own right. Chief among these are the emerging economies found in
China and India. The dynamics associated with the rise of these two behemoths pro-
vide myriad arguments in favor of stronger gold for the long run. Prefacing all other
considerations is the fact that these nations have the largest populations of any on the
map. Both nations are undergoing rapid economic growth and feature an expanding
middle class destined to seek niceties enjoyed by the American middle class. Consumer
goods, automobiles and their accompanying thirst for oil, and expanding infrastruc-
ture will lend enormous strength to commodities markets. Gold, as the king of com-
modities, benefits simply by being a member of this class of resources. Strong
commodities markets in general tend to serve as a tide that lifts all boats in the harbor
– but the potential impact on gold only begins here. Both are nations with ancient
cultural histories and not surprisingly the populace of each has a great affinity for the
metal that has served as humanity’s oldest and most reliable store of value.

Of course, as these nations rapidly modernize investors will naturally also be drawn to
Western-style habits of holding and trading paper assets - but even that creates a dou-
ble-edged sword that can quickly and easily cut towards gold’s favor: Just as Western
investors reallocate assets into gold when stock markets weaken, so might Asian in-
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vestors. A recent Asia Times article posits that “gold investment
demand in China is very healthy and growing totally inde-
pendently of the stock market situation. But when Chinese
stocks start relentlessly grinding lower, will some Chinese stock
traders move capital into gold for protection like we do in the
West? I really think they will, given the ages-old Chinese love
for gold.”

The growth of these giant economies will do more than put
price pressure on commodities. The United States emerged
from the Cold War as the globally dominant economic and mil-
itary power. America stands to lose that status not to a single
rival who will stand as a new world leader, but rather to find
that incremental advances in various world economies allow
new independence and new alliances that may subtly but pro-
gressively dilute Uncle Sam’s ability to create incentives for
other nations to fall in step with the American agenda. We are
not losing another Cold War, but we do stand poised to lose the
primacy and relevance our nation has long enjoyed. As these
economies find it less appealing to invest in U.S. debt and more
appealing to invest in holdings of U.S. equities, real estate, and
other assets appearing as bargains in a weak-dollar economy in
recession, one cannot help but contemplate an extended ebbing
of the tide that has washed a historically unprecedented amount
of wealth and influence upon our shores.

A Hopeful Benediction
As a keenly resourceful nation that has proven resilient to many
past challenges, we still have good reason to remain optimistic
about our economic future. The weak economy and inflation of
the 1970s proved to be an obstacle the nation overcame to soar to
new heights. The economic challenges that lie ahead are not
cause to stand on a street corner waving a sign proclaiming that
the end is near. Rather, they are simply a set of realistic considera-
tions for anyone interested in protecting and growing his or her
assets. Threats similar to those that accompanied gold’s last great
bull run and a period of painful stagflation loom large. The emer-
gence of new global economic powers and a worldwide revival of
interest in the yellow metal stand as objective fact. The conclu-
sion is therefore reasonable that gold might well continue march-
ing beyond its absolute dollar high and close in on its
inflation-adjusted peak of some $2,200. IPM analysts join a host
of experts who see plenty of room left in which the gold bull may
run, and stand committed to bringing you opportunities that
best leverage all of the advantages a gold holding can offer.

Most experienced investors
are familiar with the very
real effect inflation exerts

on cash savings. Nonetheless, it never
hurts to revisit a powerful reminder of
the need to protect one’s money dur-
ing periods where it threatens to chip
away at one’s nest egg.

Currently a typical, traditional savings
account might offer about 4% inter-
est on deposits. In the fourth quarter
of 2007, the Consumer Price Index,
one of the most commonly used
barometers of inflation, hovered just
above 4%, meaning that your cash
savings in these accounts likely lost a
bit of value.

Consider that experts are sounding the
alarm for inflation to rise above 5% in
2008, and consider Federal Reserve
rate cuts’ indirect effect of both fueling
inflation and lowering interest rates of-
fered on savings. You’ll no doubt un-
derstand why investors are fleeing
paper money savings in favor of the
yellow metal in record numbers.
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New Exchange Traded Funds allow one to
hold “virtual” shares in precious metals
holdings, but a host of concerns give the

prudent investor reason to take pause before rolling
the dice with these new and as-yet unproven funds,
which take humanity’s oldest and most trusted stores
of value out of one’s hands and puts them into a
realm of uncertainty.
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There has been plenty of buzz surround-
ing the launch of several new precious
metals-based Exchange Traded Funds,

better known simply as ETFs. These funds
promise the best of two worlds, providing the
investor a way to hold and trade precious metals
without the practical concerns associated with
storing and trading physical assets. These funds
are newcomers that began appearing around
2005, and they are still largely unfamiliar to
most of the investing public.
Recently raised concerns sug-
gest even those comfortable
with ETFs should consider
some issues that beg for fur-
ther attention. One initial ob-
jection concerns the fact that
in a time of economic crisis
gold exchange funds may be
subject to compulsory pur-
chase by governments, unlike
physically held gold – at least
here in the United States.
That’s a legitimate concern
that evokes echoes of the U.S.
government’s gold recall of
1933, and perhaps just the tip
of the iceberg for those who might contemplate
covering history’s favorite hard asset with a layer
of paperwork.

James Turk, a metals pundit whose interview cred-
its range from a full-length piece in Barron’s maga-
zine to a recent chat on National Public Radio’s
“On The Money,” has expressed much skepticism
about gold and silver ETF funds. Turk points to
the fine print in the charters under which these
funds operate – which upon close examination
suggest the distinct possibility the funds are not as
solidly backed by physical metal as is advertised.
Additionally, Turk finds numerous “escape
hatches” that give the funds an unacceptable
amount of wiggle room when it comes to holding

and delivering physical metal should there be any
type of crisis or crunch in the market. 

Turk makes several notable critiques about the
largest gold ETF, Street Track Gold Shares (ticker
symbol: GLD). He claims the fund conveniently
makes itself specifically exempt from third-party
audits; the same physical gold in GLD may be
owned by two people due to short selling; and
the sub-custodial structure allowed by these
funds puts “too many parties between you and

the gold to claim that you re-
ally own it.” In the case of
iShares Silver Trust (SLV), the
best-known silver fund, Turk
goes so far as to compare its
operating rules to that of de-
funct giant Enron, Inc. Given
that fund is allowed to create
sub-custodial entities con-
trolled by the fund, but subject
to less accountability, the com-
parison seems immediately
apt. One cannot help but re-
call the shell companies Enron
used to create an artificial real-
ity in which the firm’s account-

ing numbers looked perpetually rosy.

IPM analysts cannot fully vouch for Turk’s cri-
tique, as the items he puts under the microscope
are so Byzantine as to require a veritable army of
experts to verify. That said, when a voice with the
long standing respect commanded by Turk speaks
out so boldly we would be positively remiss not to
take notice. Indeed, if the possibilities suggested
by Turk seem far-fetched it is only because there is
so little similar criticism to be found amongst
mainstream analysts. IPM researchers found news
in at least one unrelated story that may serve to
further belie the trust that many investors are will-
ing to place in these new funds. According to a
Reuters report financial giant Morgan Stanley re-

In the case of
iShares Silver Trust

(SLV), the best-
known among the
silver funds, Turk
goes so far as to

compare its operat-
ing rules to that of

defunct giant Enron
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cently settled a multi-million dollar class action lawsuit with
clients paying storage fees for precious metals that likely did
not exist. Though Morgan Stanley admitted no wrongdoing in
the settlement, another source claims concern began when one
client requested serial numbers for silver bars the firm was sup-
posedly holding on his behalf. Though this investor had been
paying storage fees for the bars for many years, the firm was
never able to provide its client with this simple and direct proof
of the existence of the physical metal.

The lesson of Enron certainly reminds all of us that it can
sometimes be difficult to know when the proverbial Chicken
Little, with his insistence that the sky is falling, might indeed
have a point. Not to apply any such alarmist labels to Turk, as
he rightly frames his concerns as possibilities rather than in-
evitabilities. However, for anyone who might consider staking a
substantial portion of his or her savings and investment portfo-
lio in such a fund, his caution seems viable. We feel legitimate
questions about ETF funds need to be further addressed. Per-
haps most troubling is the notion that the veracity of any con-
cerns about these funds is likely to remain far below the surface
until a liquidity crunch or other major market upheaval forces
these funds to stand up and deliver. Obviously, such a time
would be one where an investor would most want and need to
take advantage of these paper assets.

IPM analysts cannot help but conclude that adding a layer of
paper over mankind’s most historically reliable hard asset will
inevitably invite the question of exactly what lies beneath the
cover. Each investor will have his or her own tolerance for the
risk implied by such a paper cover. With these funds still in
their infancy the test of time has certainly not been served and
for now at least, IPM will continue to promote and advocate
the holding of physical metal. James Turk’s concerns suggest to
us the notion that when the wind starts blowing, paper can
become a difficult thing to chase.

Did you know…
ETF holding gains are taxed at a higher level than most other paper assets – up
to 28% – and are reported directly to the IRS. Generally, precious metals coin
holdings may be traded for new coin assets without reporting requirements and
without tax liability until a final cash liquidation is made. Consult your tax
professional to determine all specific reporting requirements that may apply to

any present or future holding in your portfolio.

RECENT
REMINDERS
History, both recent and ancient, is lit-
tered with tales of greed and misman-
agement carrying a hefty price tag…

Enron - 2001
Financial analyst Daniel Scotto states in
August that the blue chip giant is likely
to implode. Enron shares drop from
$90 to pennies and on December 2nd,
Enron declares bankruptcy. Enron’s ac-
counting scandals had previously drawn
no scrutiny, despite oversight by ac-
counting giant Arthur Anderson, and
resulted in the financial ruin of scores
of investors and employees.

Morgan Stanley - 2005
A class-action lawsuit is filed by Selwyn
Silberblatt, an investor who had paid
Morgan Stanley to purchase and store
silver bars on his behalf beginning in
1986. The suit alleged the company did
not actually acquire and hold silver for
Silberblatt, though he was charged stor-
age fees for the metal. The company ad-
mits no wrongdoing but settles the suit
for $4.4 million dollars in 2007.

SocGen Bank - 2008
A single “rouge trader,” using sophisti-
cated techniques to conceal fraud on
seemingly simple transactions, cost
French Bank Societe Generale $7.1 bil-
lion dollars. The scam recalls a 1995 in-
cident in which Barings Bank, then
London’s oldest merchant bank, was
brought to collapse by Nick Leeson, a
lone employee who cost the institution
$1.4 billion through unauthorized
speculation on futures contracts.
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Lead by example and show them how it’s done. Legacies 

come in many forms, and whether you’re teaching them to 

putt or teaching them to build and protect a nest egg, it’s 

up to you to take your best shot. Tangible assets teach tan-

gible lessons, and nothing conveys a sense of value and 

financial security quite like a holding of legal tender United 

States precious metal coins.

Teach them well



Essentials
You have many 
choices when it 
comes to holding 
physical precious 
metals. These 
recommendations 
form the heart of 
IPM’s unique 
holding strategy. 
These are the coins 
that have a place in 
the portfolio of 
every investor and 
collector.

The
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Order item RC-01

Saint-Gaudens $20
Double Eagle - Certified
MS-65
Produced from 1907 until 1933,
when the government recalled all
privately held gold, this design is
widely considered to be the most
beautiful to ever grace United
States coinage. The coin features
the original depiction of Liberty
that has been adapted for use on all modern-issue
gold Eagles.

$20 Saint-Gaudens Double Eagle contains approximately one troy ounce
pure gold. Contact IPM for availability and pricing of specific dates.

$20 Liberty Double Eagle
Certified MS-65
Struck from 1849 to 1907, this is the coin of the
gold rushes, of the wild west and of the Civil War.

As the largest gold denomina-
tion, it was legendary and
mythic even in its own time.

$20 Liberty Double Eagle contains
approximately one troy ounce pure gold.
Contact IPM for availability and
pricing of specific dates.

Order item RC-02



EssentialsAmerican Eagle Gold $25 Coin
For collectors and investors alike, this may be the
single most important coin in the United States
Mint’s modern Eagle program. With mintage
numbers that average far below those of any other
regular issue Gold Eagle coin, the $25 piece has
consistently enjoyed great demand and enhanced
values in secondary coin markets. In fact, from
the inception of the modern Eagle program in
1986, through 2004, the $25 Gold Eagle has
enjoyed an average peak appreciation in wholesale
value of 179%, with individual issues reaching as

high as 572%! That is an opportu-
nity that a traditional invest-

ment in bullion gold simply
cannot hope to match. 

It’s no wonder then, that
this coin has consistently

enjoyed our highest recom-
mendation to all investors and

collectors. It is suitable for holding in any quan-
tity, from a single coin to an entire Treasury-sealed
Mint Case. IPM gives you ready access to
secondary market opportunities, and will assist
you in reallocating or liquidating your Eagle coin
holdings at any time.

$25 Eagle Gold coin contains 1⁄2 troy ounce pure gold, and is a
genuine, legal tender issue from the United States Mint. IPM
delivers all Eagles in brilliant uncirculated condition.

Order item GE-2

Order item PE-02

Order item PE-03

American Eagle Platinum $50 Coin
The dynamics and track record of the $25 Gold Eagle are
mirrored in the $50 Platinum issue. Introduced in 1997, the
Platinum Eagle gives American collectors and investors the
perfect opportunity to tap into burgeoning
interest in what has been called “the most
precious of the precious metals” for its
unrivaled rarity and strong demand.
Since its introduction in 1997 through
2004 this coin has shown a peak appre-
ciation in wholesale value averaging an
impressive 138%!

$50 Eagle Platinum coin contains 1⁄2 troy ounce pure platinum, and is a
genuine, legal tender issue from the United States Mint. IPM delivers all
Eagles in brilliant uncirculated condition.

American Eagle Platinum
$25 Coin
Exhibits low-mintage dynamics similar
to the half ounce Eagles, but in a
smaller fractional size. The $25
Platinum Eagle represents a big oppor-
tunity in a small package.

$25 Eagle Platinum coin contains 1⁄4 troy ounce
pure platinum, and is a genuine,
legal tender issue from the
United States Mint. IPM
delivers all Eagles in brilliant
uncirculated condition.

American Eagle MS-69 Collector Sets
  Collector coins typically command a premium price when assembled
into complete sets. When you acquire these sets as current issues,
you enjoy the return potential associated with a matched set. Each
coin in these sets has been graded to be an ultra-gem MS-69 spec-
imen by NGC, the official grading service of the American
Numismatic Association. Each coin is encapsulated in a tamper-
proof holder and assigned a serial number to guarantee and catalog
its grade authenticity.

Each set contains four NGC certified coins, representing each
denomination produced by the United States Mint.

Gold and Platinum sets share these specifications: Specimens of 1 oz. coin, 1⁄2 ounce
coin, 1⁄4 ounce coin and 1⁄10 ounce coin included. All coins graded and certified by NGC,
the Numismatic Guaranty Corporation.

Order Gold Set item CS-01 • Order Platinum Set item CS-02



&Dahlonega
Charlotte

gold
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Coins struck at the U.S. Mint’s branch facilities have
always held special appeal for collectors. Two of the
earliest branch Mints were remote and primitive

operations with very low and limited output. Today,
gold issues bearing the C and D mintmarks stand

among the most elusive, desirable and valuable pieces
in the rare coin marketplace.

HISTORY & SHOWCASE



The history, legend and folk-
lore surrounding the great
California gold discoveries of

1849 is woven deeply into the fabric
of our national culture, but relatively
few people outside the numismatic
community are aware this was not the
first American gold rush. Two signifi-
cant gold finds preceded the Califor-
nia rush and both helped shape the
course of history in a very real way.
California’s state motto, “Eureka,” re-
flects the historic importance of the
1849 gold rush and might readily
evoke the image of a bearded
prospector’s exuberance upon finding
a few shiny flecks in the bottom of a
pan. Though there is no correspon-
ding image in the national conscious-
ness of America’s first great gold find,
it is not for want of an awe-inspiring
mental picture: In 1799, a young
Conrad Reed discovered a gold
nugget weighing no less than 17
pounds in a creek on his family’s
North Carolina farm.

By the early 1800s, mining began in earnest in
the area around the Reed farm and unearthing of
an even larger nugget would soon follow. The
1829 discovery of gold in Georgia represented the
first true gold rush in American history, where an
influx of prospectors and miners created boom-
towns like Auraria and Dahlonega, which later
became the site of one of three southern branch
mints to begin operation in 1838. The early years

of the United States monetary system were
plagued with many problems. Official govern-
mental valuation of gold and silver content in
coins minted by the fledgling treasury created an
imbalance in the relative worth of gold and silver
coins, and kept U.S. legal tender out of circula-
tion despite generally healthy production from
the Philadelphia Mint. During this time foreign
coins remained the norm. New laws enacted in
1834 had the eventual effect of establishing a sta-
ble and viable national currency, and mandates to
establish branch mints to address the young na-
tion’s developing monetary needs would soon fol-
low. As a major port city and center of trade,
New Orleans was a logical first choice for a new
mint facility. Although the region produced no
new gold, there existed a pressing need to convert
well-worn foreign coinage and other metal
sources into U.S. currency. To address the im-
practicality of transporting raw gold from Geor-
gia and North Carolina mines to the Philadelphia
mint, orders for branch facilities to be built in
Charlotte and Dahlonega soon followed. 

All three of these southern facilities operated from
1838 to 1861, when the Civil War brought the fa-
cilities under Confederate control. Coinage issued
under Confederate control was extremely limited
and remains shrouded in much mystery and spec-
ulation. Only the New Orleans facility would re-
sume operations following the end of the war. The
Charlotte and Dahlonega Mints share both brief
tenures and the distinction of producing gold
coins exclusively, unlike the New Orleans facility
where silver was also struck. Charlotte and
Dahlonega also share mystique as small, frontier-
type operations, producing limited issues in rela-
tively crude facilities. Coins from these mints
often exhibit technical shortcomings in their
strike, but these are often seen as signs of frontier
character rather than as detracting qualities. IPM
has long promoted New Orleans Mint issues be-
cause comparable issues frequently exhibit simi-
larly low mintages, better strike quality and offer
lower acquisition costs. That said, Charlotte and
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Dahlonega issues enjoy undeniable and perennial popularity,
making them some of the most sought-after and promising
holdings available in the rare U.S. coin market.

What follows is a sampling of carefully chosen specimens re-
flecting long and careful efforts to assemble a collection of
some of the most appealing coins, and the most appealing ac-
quisition opportunities, to be found in today’s market. Each
listing here is unique in our inventory, and virtually all are su-
perior specimens that in many cases surpass the grade of exam-
ples held by the Smithsonian institution. These are
investment-grade rarities with the potential to bring great re-
ward to anyone prepared to hold them as a medium-to-long-
term investment.

MEET THE
MINTMARKS

Coins from the various Branch
Mints are distinguished by the in-
clusion of a small letter known as a
mintmark, generally placed on the
reverse side of a coin. Historically,
coins struck at the main Philadel-
phia facility bore no distinguishing
mintmark.

C
Charlotte, North Carolina

1838-1861

CC
Carson City, Nevada

1870-1893

D
Dahlonega, Georgia

1838-1861

D
Denver, Colorado
1906 to present

continued on opposite page

$2.5 Liberty Gold 1849-C MS-61 (NGC)
“As the low mintage would suggest, the 1849-C issue is one of
the scarcest dates in all grades for Charlotte Mint quarter eagles.

High grade examples are almost
never seen”  according to Gar-
rett and Guth. The official fig-
ure of 10,220 and population
reports bear them out: NGC
recognizes no finer specimen,
and PCGS recognizes only two
finer. This specimen bests the
Smithsonian specimen, which
grades at MS-60. Coin World
“Trends” lists this coin at
$60,000 in MS-62 condition,
making this Mint State speci-
men an appealing acquisition at
the offer price of $34,350.

Order item RC-11

The Gallery
Here is a sample of our current inventory of C and D Mint gold

coins. All coins shown here are subject to prior sale, but many
more are available. Call to ensure availability and to receive an

up-to-the-minute inventory update!



O
New Orleans, Louisiana

1838-1861 and 1879-1909

P
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

1793 to date, though mintmark
not included on historic issues

S
San Francisco, California

1854 to date

W
West Point, New York

1984 to present

Historically, all coin dies were
made at the Philadelphia facility
with the mintmark placed before
shipping to the appropriate Branch
Mint facility. Because this was a
hand operation, the exact position-
ing and size of the mintmarks var-
ied. The amount of pressure used
to strike the punch and the exact
position on the coin field both in-
fluenced the quality of the impres-
sion made. Double-punched
mintmarks, different mintmarks
imposed over one another, and
even the inadvertent exclusion of a
mintmark offer the serious collector
one of the most ready means of
identifying the particular die vari-
ety for a given issue.

MEET THE MINTMARKS
( c o n t i n u e d )

$2.5 Liberty Gold 1852-C MS-61 (NGC)
Low mintage would dictate this to be a rare issue, which Gar-
rett and Guth confirm, offering that “Mint State coins are very
rare… when available.” Only
three finer specimens are recog-
nized in combined NGC and
PCGS population reports, with
the best among these coming
from the famed Bass collection.
That solidly places this speci-
men as a condition census spec-
imen; the finest Smithsonian
specimen grades at AU-58.
Coin World “Trends” lacks an
in-grade entry, but available in-
formation elsewhere suggest
this coin is priced below market
value as offered at $21,200.

$2.5 Liberty Gold 1850-C MS-62 (NGC)
“Quite rare in Mint State” according to Garrett and Guth,
who cite the Smithsonian specimen as a “pleasing” AU-58. Per

Douglas Winter: “Specimens
which grade About Uncircu-
lated are extremely rare. Mint
State coins are of the highest
rarity.” Indeed, only one finer
specimen is recognized by
NGC, with none known to
PCGS. Garrett and Guth fur-
ther state an auction record of
$31,050 paid for an MS-61
specimen of this issue in 1999,
making this MS-62 piece an ir-
resistible find at the offer price
of $27,750.

Order item RC-12

Order item RC-13
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EXPERT
VOICES
The coin descriptions

contained in this gallery
collection reference some of

the most extensive, respected and
popular published works on historic
U.S. gold coins. The numismatic
experts responsible for these works
are among the most well-known and
prolific numismatic authors of any
era or specialty. The following brief
biographical outlines offer those
unfamiliar with these names an
opportunity to make an association
with the indispensable authorities
whose insight and opinion inform
each of these catalog descriptions.

David W. Akers
Akers is responsible for what
remains the most extensive and
exhaustive works on historic U.S.
gold coins. His encyclopedic collec-
tion, published between 1975 and
1982, comprises six volumes organ-
ized by each individual coin denom-
ination. Though it is not the most
recent work to cover U.S. gold
coins, his reference series remains
the canonical work on the topic,
and later authors frequently credit

$2.5 Liberty Gold 1854-C MS-62 (NGC)
With a low mintage of just 7,295 coins, Garrett and Guth de-
clare this “a scarce and popular coin in all grades,” adding that,

“Mint State examples are very
rare… A pleasing 1854-C
quarter eagle is quite the
prize.” No higher-grading
specimen is known to either
NGC or PCGS, allowing this
specimen to share finest-
known status with in-grade
peers. Coin World “Trends”
prices this piece $35,000 but
this condition census rarity is
offered here at $31,200.

Order item RC-14

NGC
PCGS

Accept no substitute.
NGC and PCGS are the two largest and most respected

coin grading services in the numismatic world. Coins
graded by other services frequently trade at a discount to

those certified by these organizations. IPM is proud to hold
status as member dealers with both, and to exclusively fea-

ture coins certified by these respected names.
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his work as the foundation upon
which all literature on historic U.S.
gold is built. The official title for
this six volume series is United
States Gold Coins: An Analysis of
Auction Records.

Douglas A. Winter
Winter has been active in numis-
matics since the 1970s and is hailed
as one of the foremost contemporary
authorities on U.S. Gold coins.
Winter has published books focusing
specifically on the issues of the
Branch Mints, including New
Orleans Mint Gold Coins, 1839-
1909, a Numismatic History and
Analysis. Released in 2006, it repre-
sents the most contemporary
resource available, and most citations
of Winter found in IPM’s recently-
published New Orleans Mint
Showcase derive from this work.

Jeff Garrett and
Ron Guth
Together these authors have assem-
bled what stands as the most
exhaustive and up-to-date encyclo-
pedia of United States gold coins
available today. Dr. Richard Doty,
curator of numismatics for the
Smithsonian institution, declared
the encyclopedia to be “nothing less
than the standard guide to United
States gold coinage for the forsee-
able future.” Garrett’s credentials
include duty as author and editor
for several of Whitman’s standard
“Red Book” collector guides. Guth
has written several award-winning
books on numismatics and is
currently serving as president of
PCGS.

$2.5 Liberty Gold 1855-C MS-61 (PCGS)
With an astoundingly low mintage of just 3,677 pieces, the
1855-C quarter eagle boasts the lowest mintage number of any

issue from the Charlotte Mint.
It’s not surprising then to find
that Mint State examples are
extremely rare. What is surpris-
ing though is to find that while
Coin World “Trends” data sug-
gest a price of $35,000 for this
coin in MS-60 condition, this
MS-61 specimen can become a
focal point of your portfolio as
offered here at $32,900.

Order item RC-15

$2.5 Liberty Gold 1856-C MS-61 (NGC)
Garrett and Guth write, “The 1856 quarter eagle is rarely of-
fered for sale. Most of the coins that do appear are well-circu-
lated and poorly made.” With
only four finer specimens
known between NGC and
PCGS rosters, one is not likely
to find a better specimen come
to market at any foreseeable fu-
ture point. Valued in Coin
World “Trends” at $25,000 in
MS-62 grade, this MS-61 spec-
imen is appealingly offered at
$20,150.

Order item RC-16



R
ising gold prices drew
many historic U.S. gold
coins to market in 2006,
but the fact that these
coins were flushed into

the open by a climb in spot price
makes a point that not all historic
coins offer similar investment dy-
namics. While rising gold prices
have pushed more than just the
lower segments of the rare coin mar-
ket, IPM analysts caution that com-
mon date, generic gold coins occupy
a more volatile position than is en-
joyed by coins with tighter supply-
and-demand dynamics. Put more
simply, the more rare a coin is, the
more it is likely to adhere to the
well-deserved reputation that rare
coin investments have earned. The
simple fact that generic U.S. gold
coins have been driven into the mar-
ket en masse by simple spot price in-
creases belies any attempt at
comparison. Though it’s not a mis-
nomer to call these generic coins
rare (as oxymoronic as it may seem),
it would be misleading to compare
their potential market dynamics to
the higher-grading coins IPM offers
in the collection presented on these
pages. The past several years are
marked by a growing acceptance of
rare and collectible items of all types
as powerful investment vehicles.
Coins have long served as the van-
guard and benchmark of this sector,
and the specimens presented on
these pages represent solid choices
for any portfolio.
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$2.5 Liberty Gold 1858-C MS-61 (NGC)
Garrett and Guth note a much-improved quality strike for this
year, and declare it as scarce, which is hardly surprising given
its sub-10,000 mintage figure.
With Coin World “Trends” cit-
ing an MS-62 value of $22,000
and Garrett and Guth noting a
recent auction of a finest-
known MS-63 specimen for
$27,600, this MS-61 piece rep-
resents an undeniable bargain
at the offer price of $13,500.

Order item RC-17

$5 Liberty Gold 1844-C MS-63 (NGC)
An 1845 fire at the Charlotte Mint prevented the production
of half eagles in that year, resulting in extensive circulation of

the 1844 issue. Mint State
coins are therefore very rare, as
evidenced by the fact that only
three other specimens share an
MS-63 grade with this piece,
as recognized by NGC and
PCGS, with not a single speci-
men recognized in higher
grade. This specimen keeps
company with a like-graded
piece that was added to the
Bass collection in 1978. Coin
World “Trends” lists this
finest-known specimen at
$45,000, but it can form a

center point of your rare coin portfolio with a pleasantly sur-
prising offer price of $43,600.

Order item RC-18

&APPLES
ORANGES



$5 Liberty Gold 1848-C MS-62 (PCGS)
For many years the 1848-C half eagle was thought to be un-
known in Mint State preservation. Today three specimens are
recognized in MS-62 condi-
tion, including this pleasing
specimen, with a scant three
known better to NGC and
PCGS. Garrett and Guth cite a
price of $44,275 commanded
by an MS-64 example in 2005
and list today’s retail value at
$50,000 for an MS-63 price.
Moving into like-grade terri-
tory, Coin World “Trends” sug-
gests $35,000 for this piece, but
we can offer it to you now for
$30,400.

Order item RC-19

$5 Liberty Gold 1850-D MS-61 (PCGS)
The 1850-D half eagle is a rare issue in any grade, per Garrett
and Guth, who note that, “most of the examples offered for

sale are heavily circulated or
damaged… At one time the
1850-D was considered un-
known in Mint State.” The
Smithsonian’s finest specimen
grades at AU-55, and neither
NGC nor PCGS recognize a
single finer specimen, making
this a finest-known piece along
with five other peer specimens.
The pleasure of knowing one
holds a specimen of the very
highest grade to be assigned for
this issue, along with the su-
perb long-term investment po-

tential of this piece, will make the acquisition cost of $44,440
seem a small sum for the right collector.

Order item RC-20
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Order item RC-21
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! $5 Liberty Gold 1858-C MS-61 (PCGS)
The last of the Charlotte Mint Half Eagles that do not suffer
the poor striking associated with later issues from this Branch
Mint, according to Douglas
Winter, who notes semi-
prooflike surfaces as a charac-
teristic of this issue. He also
observes that About Uncircu-
lated specimens are extremely
rare, making this Mint State
specimen one that presents the
discerning collector with a truly
special acquisition opportunity.
An AU-55 specimen represents
the Smithsonian’s finest exam-
ple; the lucky collector to hold
this condition census MS-61
rarity will appreciate the elite
status of this Charlotte Mint treasure.Valued in Coin World
“Trends” at $25,000 in MS-62 condition, this MS-61 speci-
men makes a very appealing hold at the offer price of $15,900.

Order item RC-22

$2.5 Liberty Gold 1852-C MS-60 (NGC)
“The mintage for the year [9,772] would indicate that the
1852-C Liberty Head quarter eagle is a scarce issue. That is

surely the case, as just a few ex-
amples are offered for sale each
year. Most of the known coins
are in the Extremely Fine to
About Uncirculated range.
Mint State coins are very rare
and when available…” Garrett
and Guth provide this sum-
mary that provides the impor-
tant statistics on this elite yet
relatively affordable Charlotte
Mint specimen. Only two
other like-grade specimens are
recognized by NGC, with
none known to PCGS. A

smattering of finer specimens leave this coin as one of the
finest known to exist. Valued at $20,000 by Coin World, this
coin is offered here for $17,650.
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$5 Liberty Gold 1856-C MS-60 (NGC)
“The 1856-C half eagle is a scarce coin in any grade. Most of
the surviving examples seen are very low grade or damaged”
write Garrett and Guth. As late
as the 1980s no Mint State
specimens were known, accord-
ing to author Douglas Winter,
and the legendary Bass and
Pittman collections lacked
Mint State specimens. Now
that a handful have surfaced
and been certified by NGC and
PCGS, you can enjoy the op-
portunity to hold what those
great collectors could not ob-
tain. The relatively modest ac-
quisition cost of $20,500 as
offered here is $1,500 below
the published Coin World “Trends”value.

Order item RC-23

This is only a sample of IPM’s
Charlotte and Dahlonega Mint

inventory… please call today for a
complete, up-to-the-minute listing

of available coins!

1-800-781-2090
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PCGS 3000
PCGS 3000 Coins

Gold Spot Price

Stocks (DJIA)

to
PCGS 3000 Coins

Gold Spot Price

Source: Collectors Universe published data 1970-1999. Subsequent data interpolated by IPM research team

Compare
Why
RARE COINS?

You’ll find rare U.S.  gold
coins in the investment port-
folios of some of today’s most

successful and respected Americans.
Why is this? Rare U.S. gold can
offer greater return potential than
practically any other investment
vehicle and give you the opportu-
nity to hold genuine historical treas-
ures that reflect the development of
our nation in a powerfully symbolic
way. It’s easy to get started in rare
coin investing, even if you’re not
familiar with the rare coin market.
The advent of standardized coin
grading has taken much of the
guesswork out of choosing and
assessing the investment potential of
any given rare coin.

First, let’s look at the pure financial
performance these coins can bring.
The best way to do this is to take a
quick look at the PCGS 3000 index
(originally known as the CU 3000).
It’s a price index constructed to be a
highly accurate representation of the
price movements in the United
States rare coin market.
Painstakingly maintained by the
trusted Professional Coin Grading

Unmatched tax advantages: Reallocate and build your port-
folio by trading coins for coins and avoid capital gains taxes.
Hold 100% of gains in your coin portfolio – you are obliged to
report capital gains only when liquidating coin holdings! Gains
on your paper-based holdings may be subject to tax annually,
which serves to effectively lower actual annual gains. 

Unmatched privacy: Under most circumstances, we are not
required to report your coin acquisitions or trades.

Unmatched market potential: While no more historic rare
gold and silver coins can be struck (and with most hoards likely
already revealed and brought to market), the pool of interested
collectors will only keep growing, creating increased demand
pressure on a permanently fixed supply! The Mint’s State Quar-
ter program and other new coin series have reawakened inter-
est in numismatics.

A $1,000 investment in rare
coins made in 1970 could today

be worth almost $65,000 - a
stunning 6,400% increase!
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Service (PCGS) organization and based on standards from the
PCGS Numismatic Advisory Board, the index is comprised of
732 different coins in up to nine different grades. The total
number of individual prices followed each month totals 3,000,
giving the index its name. It has been calculated since 1970.

The accompanying graph shows the change in rare coin values
relative to changes in the stock market (DJIA) and spot price
for gold bullion. The graph speaks for itself – rare coins have
greatly outperformed both bullion gold and the stock market.
Consider this: A $1,000 investment in rare coins made in
1970 would today be worth almost $65,000 - a stunning
6,400% increase!

The popularity of historic U.S. gold and silver coins stands as
testimony to their role as cultural artifacts that help to inspire
in each new generation a sense of national history and heritage.
In an age where an explosion of information – both educa-
tional and distracting – has become available through the
internet and other new media sources, there remains something
powerful in holding a palpable, physical object that bears a
direct connection to our collective past. No image on a screen
can ignite the kind of inspiration, the sense of insight into a
past time and place, that a beautiful historic coin can bring. As
familiar, everyday objects that still play an indispensable role in
our lives, coins inspire a living link to the past in a way that
can’t be matched by antiques whose function and meaning are
not immediately apparent.

It’s little wonder then that interest in rare coins has not waned
with the distraction of a constantly-accelerating pace of media
and culture but rather has continued to grow in popularity. It
is tempting to give all of the credit for this to the intrinsic
appeal of historic coins themselves but there are other factors
that must be considered as well. The United States Mint
deserves substantial credit for maintaining and creating interest
in coin collecting, as most recently evidenced by the success of
programs such as the wildly-successful state quarter series, the
revival of a classic design on the American Buffalo gold coin
and most recently with the introduction of the presidential
dollar coins. It is also an obvious but easily-overlooked truth
that as our nation’s population inevitably grows, the supply of
rare and historic coins will necessarily remain fixed. This is
perhaps the strongest argument for the investment potential
they can offer.

GOLDEN EGGS
in the basket

The collection of 3000 coins tracked
by the PCGS 3000 index is fre-
quently referred to as a “basket” of
coins. A number of metaphors invite
themselves here, and what sensible
investor wouldn’t want to have a few
“eggs” in this basket! Following are
some select examples of individual
coins that were chosen back in 1970:

1932 $10 Indian Head (MS-65)
Value in 1970: $90
Value today: $8,000

increase: 8,789%

1804 Silver Dollar (MS-65)
Value in 1970: $50,000

Value today: $4,000,000+
increase: 7,900%

“Generic Date”
$20 Saint-Gaudens (MS-65)

Value in 1970: $71
Value today: $1,760

increase: 2,379%

1907 $10 Liberty Proof (PR-65)
Value in 1970: $840
Value today: $45,000

increase: 5,257%

Values obtained from Collectors Uni-
verse and PCGS published data.
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Why Rare Coins?The fact that rare and historic coin values have experienced
rewarding gains in value over time isn’t news for most readers
here. The end of the stock boom in 2000, followed by the
9/11 tragedy and a series of corporate scandals, all seem to
have played a role in precipitating a sustained bull run in gold
prices and has certainly sent many a stock investor looking for
greener pastures. As the popularity of so-called “alternative”
investments has blossomed, the prominence of rare coins in
this class is both a nod to their strength as investment vehicles
and a slight to collectors from generations past, whose finan-
cial gains belie the notion that the idea of holding a rare coin
portfolio might be anything deserving of this label. 

Seen another way, the idea of rare coins being a member of an
alternative class of investments is perhaps not an unfair label
after all. Successful collector/investors of generations past were
a group comprised of true numismatic experts and those who
could afford to obtain untainted professional assessments. The
advent of third-party grading and certification turned the
numismatic world on its head, however, shifting the numis-
matic paradigm in a way that is still evolving. In direct terms,
standardized grading by companies such as NGC and PCGS
allows the average collector to view many of his or her coins as
investment holdings as well as historic collectibles, and has
allowed the investor with only the most peripheral interest in
the numismatic appeal of a given coin to acquire holdings
posting documented track records whose long-term perform-
ance trounces that of the major stock indices. Coins graded by
the major grading services are traded in the market without
need for expert appraisal every time the coin changes hands.
To give an idea of just how revolutionary the impact of this
development has been, imagine what efficiencies might be
realized in the real estate market if the need for appraisals and
inspections were virtually eliminated!

All of these factors combine to
explain the allure, appeal and
undeniable success of the rare
and historic coin market. It
is no longer necessary to
define oneself strictly as a
coin collector or investor.
Such black-and-white
distinctions have become
artificial and today’s
market realities allow one

It is no longer necessary
to define oneself strictly

as a coin collector or
investor. Such black-and-
white distinctions have
become artificial, and

today's market realities
allow one to enjoy both
the appeal of collecting
historic rarities that may

be held as family heir-
looms as well as the

potential for phenomenal
financial gains.
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to enjoy both the appeal of collecting historic rarities that
may be held as family heirlooms as well as the potential for
phenomenal financial gains. To be sure, coins remain a spec-
ulative holding without a guarantee of return, though this is
also mostly true of stocks, mutual funds and other garden
variety investment vehicles. With the sea change in the risk-
to-reward profile brought about by third-party grading, the
coin community finds its ranks solidly populated with tradi-
tional collectors, a new class of return-minded investors, and
a growing number of those who revel in the idea these
motives need not conflict or be seen as mutually exclusive.
It’s been noted countless times that one measure of personal
success is the ability to do something that brings both
genuine satisfaction and financial reward. Historic and rare
coins provide every American with just such a potential
opportunity. Now, who says you can't have your cake and
eat it, too!

Please consult a tax professional regarding the specific tax
implications of any coin acquisition, liquidation or trade.
Only a trained professional familiar with your unique
financial situation can determine if you may take advantage
of the types of tax advantages outlined in this article.
Furthermore, tax laws and their interpretations are subject
to change at any time. IPM can make no guarantees
regarding the tax implication of any transaction.
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Timeless

Allure
Rare U.S. coins are much more than beautiful works of
collectible art – they serve as mile markers in the narra-
tive of our national history. If they can remind us of our
history, it’s also interesting to look at what history can
tell us about them…
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OOld coins have long served as powerful icons that reflect
the history and events associated with their time. Per-
haps it is the fact that coins bear dates so prominently

where other antiques and collectibles do not; perhaps it is their
official tie with the government that solidifies their connection
to the history of the nation. Or could it be the unique combina-
tion of antiquity and familiarity, given that the coins in one’s
pocket at this moment are essentially similar to those struck
hundreds, even thousands of years ago?

If coins tell and remind us about history, it can be equally inter-
esting to note what history does not tell us about coins – at least
in the case of early American history. While we Americans cher-
ish our rich tales of the colonists’ dissatisfaction with an unfair
tax system – colorful tales of the Boston Tea Party and cries of
“no taxation without representation” come quickly to mind –
the problem of money itself was probably at least as onerous for
colonists as were the issues surrounding British tax policy. 

As explained in R.S. Yeoman’s Guide Book of United States
Coins, the trusty reference commonly known to collectors sim-
ply as the Red Book, “The English mercantile system relied on
exports from the colonies, and sought to control trade by limit-
ing the amount of ‘hard’ money paid to them. Under these con-
straints, the colonists were able to trade only with England for
necessities, and were left with very little coinage that could be
used in other countries. The foreign coins that were sometimes
available were a valuable commodity for purchases outside nor-
mal English trade.” 

The first issue of Continental paper money in 1775 may have
been the defining event that established the dollar as America's
basic monetary unit, but it wasn’t until 1781 when the Articles
of Confederation were adopted that Congress began to seri-
ously advance the establishment of a standardized currency for
the new nation. Individual states retained the authority to
issue coins at this point, but Congress was to determine the
alloy, content and value of the coins. And though plans for a
United States Mint were approved in 1782, no immediate ac-
tion was taken. Many decisions were left to be made and not
until 1791 would Congress officially mandate the dollar as the
official unit of currency and establish the various denomina-
tions to be struck. Wasting no time, the Philadelphia Mint
began releasing coins in July, 1792, before construction of the
building was complete.

“ “
While we Americans

cherish our rich tales of
the colonists'

dissatisfaction with an
unfair tax system –
colorful tales of the

Boston Tea Party and
cries of "no taxation

without representation"
come quickly to mind –
the problem of money
itself was probably at

least as onerous for
colonists as were the

issues surrounding
British tax policy.



timeless allure
Though the issuance of money had begun in earnest by the late
1700s, monetary problems would plague the new nation into
the 1850s. Interestingly, it was not for lack of effort on the
Mint’s part. Though the Philadelphia facility produced coins at
a reasonably sufficient rate, speculators were eager to trade new
American coins for well-circulated Spanish dollars that were
worn and possibly subject to reduced weight and value. A
small variation from the common European standard of deter-
mining the relative values of gold and silver also motivated the
export of U.S. money. American coins were exported as fast as
they were minted, leaving American trade channels with the
same problems faced for the previous hundred years.

If the Mint made admirable, if ineffective, efforts to strike
larger denominations coins to drive the fledgling economy, it
can be faulted for neglecting the smaller, fractional denomina-
tions needed for everyday use by the common man. According
to Yeoman, this period was “one of chaotic currency made up
of bank notes, underweight foreign gold coins, foreign silver
coins of many varieties, and presumably limited numbers of
domestic fractional silver coins.” Privately issued bank notes
often proved problematic and ultimately worthless, though cit-
izens often had few alternatives at the time.

The situation began to improve beginning in 1834, when a
new law reduced the weight of standard gold, effectively ad-
dressing the problem of wholesale export of American money.
President Andrew Jackson signed a bill in 1835 authorizing
construction of a great southern branch Mint in New Orleans,
and in 1838 branch Mints were also authorized in Dahlonega,
Georgia and Charlotte, North Carolina, to process gold that
was being mined in those vicinities. Unfortunately, another
policy decision by President Jackson which transferred govern-
ment deposits to state banks had the unfortunate effect of un-
dermining an already shaky economy, and the real benefits of
positive steps taken would require a considerable number of
years to yield the full benefit they promised.

One factor which was to help bring about the economic re-
covery from the so-called “hard times” of that era was the dis-
covery of large amounts of gold in California, which began to
have an immediate impact beginning with the legendary gold
rush of 1849. The large amounts of gold coming from the
West necessitated a new denomination gold coin, the $20
Double Eagle, which debuted in 1849, along with a new gold
dollar coin.
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It’s well-known among collectors that the gold dollar
never achieved wide popularity, but another lesser-
known fact often takes people by surprise: Silver dol-
lars never circulated widely after 1803. Though the
coin was produced in substantial quantities beginning
in 1840, various factors ranging from extensive expor-
tation, melting and holding in bank vaults caused the
dollar to be relatively unknown in general circulation. 

Various other denominations came and went, such as
the $3 gold piece and the $4 Stella. Numerous small
modifications were made to keep gold and silver
coinage viable as functioning currency, but the second
half of the 1800s was an era where American coinage
designs remained fairly stable. If the coinage during
this time was in stasis, certainly the historic events of
the time were anything but: With Westward expan-
sion, the Civil War and the growing changes brought
by the so-called second phase of the industrial revolu-
tion, gold and silver coins of this era derive much nu-
mismatic appeal from their association with various
events and places. 

The turn of the century and the vision of President
Theodore Roosevelt would bring the next revolution
in U.S. gold coinage, with designs from Augustus
Saint-Gaudens and Bela Lyon Pratt. This final era of
circulating American gold includes the iconic Saint-
Gaudens Double Eagle design that still graces the ob-
verse of modern U.S. Mint Eagle coins, as well as the
well-loved Indian Head designs.
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The 1907 High Relief Saint-Gaudens $20 Double
Eagle may be the single most desirable U.S. gold
coin ever released by the Mint. The most true re-
flection of the famed sculptor’s original design
to enter production, a scant 12,367 were struck
before it was determined that the design was
practically infeasible. Multiple strikes and other
practical concerns led to a compromise, lower
relief design that would be produced until the
official end of circulating gold coinage in 1933.





ertificationC&Coin Grading

what it means and
what it offers to you

“For hundreds of years rare coins and precious metals have proven themselves to be an
excellent hedge against inflation and source of ready money in times of disaster. There
is no reason to think that this will change in the future. Gone are the days when coin

collecting was only a passive hobby for those who would study the history and artistry of these
enjoyable objects. It has now grown into an activity where speculation on the future demand for
rare coins has made them a part of many investment portfolios…

“The shift in emphasis from collecting to investing has created a new market and demand for
coins resulting in more stringent grading methods, and pricing geared to the perceived rarity of
coins in various levels of uncirculated perfection. Coins in high grades of condition that have
been certified and encapsulated (slabbed) may be valued at multiples of similar coins that have
not been so graded.”

–The Official Red Book: A Guide Book of United States Coins 2005

There’s no more conservative voice than that of the coin enthusiast’s trusted old friend, the Red
Book. Back when IPM first began promoting graded modern issue coins, we were treading new
ground. Nowadays, graded coins of all types are widely recognized as having a very real advan-
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tage over their ungraded and uncertified counterparts, as the
leading quote makes abundantly clear.

The advent of third-party coin certification revolutionized coin
markets in the 1980s, allowing anyone to confidently trade rare
and precious metals coins without having to be an expert in
judging coins by the ANA/Sheldon numerical scale. With
universally respected third party opinions assigned to certified
coins, the guesswork was removed and many thousands of
Americans became investors and collectors of rare and precious
metal coins for the first time.

IPM is proud to offer coins from two of the oldest, largest and
most respected names in third-party coin certification: The
Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC) and The
Professional Coin Grading Service (PCGS). Both of these serv-
ices are universally known throughout the numismatic commu-
nity, and collectors and dealers generally prefer NGC and
PCGS certified coins over those certified by other services,
simply because of the instant name recognition that these two
names provide. This adds an extra measure of security and
liquidity to your coin holdings. Opinions about other grading
services vary, but there are certainly some with a reputation for
liberal grading policies. Coins certified by these “second tier”
grading services tend to trade at a discount to NGC and PCGS
coins. IPM advises its clients to be careful when considering
any coin certified by another grading service.

When a coin is submitted to NGC or PCGS, it is examined by
not one, but an entire panel of expert numismatists. Each grader
independently scores the coin using the Sheldon numerical
scale. Once a grade is agreed upon, the coin is encased in a
plastic holder that both serves to protect the condition of the
coin and to guarantee the authenticity of the grade, as any
attempt to tamper with the holder is readily apparent. A
number and bar code are encased with the coin, to readily iden-
tify it in a computerized database.

NGC and PCGS certified coins are found in most of  the top
rare coin collections and have become the norm rather than
the exception in the rare U.S. coin market. IPM is proud to
hold member-dealer status with both of these organizations.

The advent of third-party
coin certification

revolutionized coin
markets in the 1980s,

allowing anyone to
confidently trade rare

and precious metals coins
without having to be an

expert in judging coins by
the ANA/Sheldon
numerical scale.
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Perfect Uncirculated (MS-70)
Perfect new condition, showing no trace of
wear. The finest quality possible, with no ev-
idence of scratches, handling or contact with
other coins. Very few regular issue coins are
ever found in this condition.

Choice (Gem) Uncirculated (MS-
65)
An above average Uncirculated coin that
may be brilliant or lightly toned and has
very few contact marks on the surface or
rim. MS-62 through MS-67 indicate a
slightly lower or higher grade of preserva-
tion.

Uncirculated (MS-60)
Has no trace of wear but may show a number
of contact marks, and surface may be spotted
or lack some luster.

Choice About Uncirculated (AU-
55)
Barest evidence of light wear on only the high-
est points of the design. Most of the mint lus-
ter remains.

About Uncirculated (AU-50)
Has traces of light wear on many of the high
points. At least half of the mint luster is pres-
ent.

Choice Extremely Fine (EF-45)
Light overall wear shows on highest points. All
design details are very sharp. Some of the mint
luster is evident.

Extremely Fine (EF-40)
Design is lightly worn throughout, but all fea-
tures are sharp and well defined. Traces of lus-
ter may show.

Choice Very Fine (VF-30)
Light even wear on the surface and highest
points of design. All lettering and major fea-
tures are sharp.

Very Fine (VF-20)
Shows moderate wear on high points of de-
sign. All major details are clear.

Certified coins are hermetically sealed and
given a unique, bar-coded identity. This

allows coin brokers and collectors to trade
high-grade coins without expert re-evaluation

of the coin when the coin is re-traded.

Fine (F-12)
Moderate to considerable even wear. Entire design
is bold with overall pleasing appearance.

Very Good (VG-8)
Well worn with main features clear and bold al-
though rather flat.

Good (G-4)
Heavily worn with design visible but faint in
areas. Many details are flat.

About Good (AG-3)
Very heavily worn with portions of lettering, date
and legends worn smooth. The date may be barely
readable.

The Sheldon Scale
The 70 point grading system used by the American Numismatic Association, and universally accepted in
the numismatic community, was originally developed by collector William H. Sheldon.
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American
Standard

Treasury sealed Mint rolls and Mint cases provide the ultimate
standard for ease of storage, trading, and numismatic preservation.

Roll and case holdings of low mintage Gold and Platinum Eagles
can also provide the holder with powerful market leverage. Consult

your IPM account executive for availability and special pricing.

www.preciousmetals.com • 800.781.2090



New
Breed

The mid-2006 introduc-
tion of the American
Buffalo coin marked a

groundbreaking and historic
event in the annals of Ameri-
can Gold coinage. Struck as a
legal tender issue by mandate
from The U.S. Congress, the
American Buffalo recently be-
came the very first 24 karat
gold coin ever to be issued by
the United States Mint. Its
.9999 purity matches the
purest gold regularly struck
anywhere in the world. Taking
its design from the well-known
Buffalo Nickel first introduced
in 1913, the coin represents a
uniquely American blend of
history and progress that will
appeal to both the collector and
the serious investor.

The coin’s obverse and reverse
designs feature images origi-
nally prepared by noted Ameri-
can sculptor James Earle Fraser,
once a student of Augustus
Saint-Gaudens. Official U.S.
Mint literature gives the fol-
lowing account of the history
of this iconic design:

“The Native American depic-
tion on the coins obverse is be-
lieved to be based on three
different American Indians.
Two of the American Indians
who modeled for Fraser as he
sculpted the coin were named

by the designer before his
death. They were known as
Chief Iron Tail of the
Lakota Sioux and Chief
Two Moons of the
Cheyenne. Although many

have claimed to have had a
sitting with Fraser for this

design, he could not recall the
name of the third person and



satisfactory documentation has not yet been found
to identify that individual. It is widely believed
that the bison on the coins reverse was modeled
after Black Diamond, a popular attraction at the
New York Zoological Gardens.

“In the first year of the coin’s issuance, 1913,
there were two distinct varieties, the first showing
the bison on a mound and the second with the
base redesigned to a thinner, straight line. Ameri-
can Buffalo Gold Coins bear the original Fraser
Type I design.”

As a new coin, the American Buffalo will enjoy a
special status and appeal in collector markets.
This alone makes it appealing both to collectors
and investors who follow the IPM strategy of cap-
italizing on the collector potential to be found in
U.S. Mint uncirculated coins. The simple fact
that their introduction came at the middle of the
issue year served to keep ultimate mintage num-
bers lower for the 2006 issue coin than they
might had the coin been available at the begin-
ning of the year. Lower mintage numbers are key
to long term value potential, and this issue will
certainly enjoy numismatic demand, particularly
among grade-certified specimens. And since the
Mint has declined to confirm that the same de-
sign will be used beyond 2007, the American Buf-
falo theme could become a highly sought-after
numismatic prize in years to come.

NEW BREED (continued)VEagle
Buffalo

Eagle versus Buffalo - The U.S. Mint
now gives you a choice. We explain

the differences and similarities

Sharing the same face value, legal tender status and
nearly identical in size, the most notable physical dif-
ference lies in the composition of the coin.The

American Buffalo is the first coin struck by the United
States Mint in 24 karat, .9999 pure gold. While both
coins contain the exact same amount of gold (added alloys
make the Eagle slightly heavier), this is an important dis-
tinction nonetheless. There is an undeniable appeal to
holding a coin struck in the purest gold available, but
Eagle coins have always been struck in a 22 karat gold for
a very important reason: Pure gold is soft and very sus-
ceptible to damage. That’s why Buffalo coins come pack-
aged in sheets of plastic rather than rolls, as simple
coin-to-coin contact may be sufficient to cause visible
damage. IPM recommends holding certified and encap-
sulated Buffalo coins (see opposite page) to help protect
the Buffalo from damage that could compromise its Bril-
liant Uncirculated Mint condition.

Currently the American Buffalo coin is available in only
a $50 denomination, whereas Eagles are available in four
denominations. We at IPM see room for both Eagle and
Buffalo in any portfolio, and advocate a holding strat-
egy that incorporates various issues struck by the United
States Mint.

Call for Today’s Price!
Current issue American Buffalo coins are priced on a daily
basis, reflecting the prevailing spot price of gold.

1-800-781-2090
Experienced traders are available 24 hours a day, seven
days a week, and can give you up-to-the-minute pricing
based on current market prices. 





Am I eligible?
To be eligible for any Individual Retirement Account,
you must receive some form of compensation, such
as from a job, self-employment, or alimony. Presently,
income from investments, pensions or annuities does
not qualify. Since the amount of compensation re-
quired to fully fund an IRA account is relatively
modest, almost everyone can participate in some
form of IRA. To contribute to a traditional IRA, you
may not be older than 70 1⁄2 years. You may con-
tribute to a Roth IRA at any age, however. There are
other rules and guidelines that will influence your
choice of IRA plan. Your professional tax advisor can
provide you with additional information that can
help you to decide what type of IRA is best for you.

What are the advantages?
An Individual Retirement Account gives you a tax-
advantaged way to save for the future. By following
the relatively simple guidelines required by IRA
plans, you can enjoy tax-deductible contributions,
tax-free withdrawals, or other benefits not available
with traditional savings and investment strategies.
The fact that precious metal coins are sold in both
bullion and collector markets gives them two distinct
values, allowing you the possibility of further, unique
tax advantages. And since a precious metals IRA is a
self-directed investment, you have complete control
to change or re-direct the assets in the fund, unlike
many paper-asset based IRA strategies, where your
money is under the direction of nameless, faceless
fund managers.

What are the limitations?
Currently, an individual may contribute $4,000 per
year to an IRA account. Married couples may dou-
ble this amount, whether or not the spouse meets
the compensation requirement. The contribution
limit will rise to $5,000 in 2008. Those over fifty
may contribute somewhat more. There are various
income limits associated with IRAs – your tax pro-
fessional can tell you more. Many individuals start
their precious metals IRA by rolling over funds from
another IRA or retirement fund, which allows them
to immediately shift a substantial portion of their
savings into precious metals assets. Contact an IPM
advisor for more details.

Questions and Answers
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Start small and start early...
Now there’s a time-tested
recipe for sweet rewards!



How does a precious metals IRA work?
You may fund your precious metals IRA with a variety of different
gold, silver and platinum coins. Most people choose American Eagle
coins from the United States Mint. You enjoy the flexibility to in-
clude IPM recommended coins to your IRA holdings, which allows
you to enjoy many of the benefits of our unique investment strate-
gies. Your coins are held by a third-party trust company specializing
in self-directed retirement funds, which is fully licensed and regu-
lated by federal and state agencies. IPM can help you to set up an ac-
count with one of our recommended trust service companies. You
can then fund your account and direct the trust company to acquire
exactly the metals you want from IPM. Your coins are then shipped
to a secure, fully insured depository that will hold your coins for the
full term of your IRA. Your selected trust company will provide you
with full details on the credentials and policies of their associated de-
pository.

What investments can I rollover into a precious
metals IRA?
Most employer pension and profit sharing plans, 403(b) plans, and
existing IRA holdings can be converted to a precious metals IRA.
This can be accomplished by issuing a transfer request to the
trustees of the existing account – or by simply collecting the pro-
ceeds from these accounts and reinvesting them into the new ac-
count. As long as you reinvest the funds within 60 days, you enjoy
the same rollover status as you do with a transfer request, with no
IRS penalties or taxes. Many people find this method faster and far
more convenient than issuing and processing a transfer request. You
may then continue to fund the IRA yearly, up to the maximum
amount allowed. Your precious metals IRA can even be a part of a
Simplified Employee Pension (SEP) plan, with annual contributions
of up to $44,000, in addition to other eligible contributions. Ask
your IPM representative for more information on any of these op-
tions.

How do I fund my account?
In selecting precious metals assets to add to your account, you work
with your IPM representative the same way you would to acquire
any other precious metals holding. You decide when and what coins
to acquire – you are never obligated to fund your account at any
time. Once you have made a decision, you then fund your trust ac-
count with cash, transfer, or rollover assets, and direct the trust com-
pany to acquire the metals from IPM on the terms you have
established with your account representative. Unfortunately, law does
not permit you to fund your account with coins that you already
own. However, IPM can help you liquidate your current holdings to
be reinvested into IRA metals holdings.

BBy rolling over an existing IRA
into a precious metals account,
you could be eligible to fund it
with Treasury-sealed Mint rolls
and Mint cases of American
Eagle coins. Treasury sealed rolls
and cases are a great way to hold
these coins: They offer special
appeal on secondary coin mar-
kets, as their sealed condition
ensures that they have not been
“picked through” in search of
MS-69 and MS-70 specimens.
An IRA holding may offer the op-
portunity to liquidate at a time
when secondary market poten-
tial is mature, giving you added
value to your IRA investment!
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Get Started NOW!
Call now to learn more about enrolling in
a precious metals based IRA. Our IRA di-
rector can help answer many of your
questions - Roth or Simple? Rollover or
start fresh? Which coins are best to fund
the account? Answers are waiting!

1-800-781-2090



What forms of precious metals may I add to my
IRA?
Originally, only American Eagle gold and silver coins and proof issues
were allowed for investment in a precious metals IRA. In 1998, new
laws allowed the American Eagle Platinum coin and proof to be in-
cluded, as well as a select variety of gold, silver, platinum and palla-
dium bullion products that meet certain standards. American Eagle
coins remain the most popular way to contribute, however, and since
IPM specializes in targeting low-mintage issues of Eagle coins, your
representative’s recommendations are likely to focus on them. That
said, your precious metals IRA is all about freedom of choice, and
your IPM representative will help you to add any qualifying precious
metal asset to your account that you desire.

Will it be easy to manage my IRA account?
Self-directed IRA accounts give you unmatched flexibility and a high
level of convenience, as well. You can direct changes in your fund by
telephone or fax if you choose. You will regularly receive easy-to-read
statements of your account that include an estimated market valuation
of your assets. These estimates will be based on the bullion value of
your coins rather than any potential numismatic value, which will
serve to hold down certain fees (see following section on fees). Neces-
sary IRS reporting will be handled promptly by your trust service.

What fees will I have to pay?
Setup fees will vary among trust companies, but around $100 for your
first year is a good number to plan for. Subsequent annual fees will be
based on the asset value of your IRA holdings and range from around
$50 to around $500 for the largest accounts. You may now have an
IRA account with your bank or other financial institution that does
not charge an annual fee. That is because fees come as a built in de-
duction to the interest rate that such accounts pay. Trust companies
receive no commission from any of your investment actions, so these
separate fees are necessary to cover the cost of maintaining your ac-
count. IPM makes no commission on fees paid to your trust company.
The costs associated with your account are transparent and on the
table – rather than being hidden, as in a so-called “free” account.

What happens when I’m ready to draw assets
from my precious metals IRA?
Your options for taking a distribution of IRA assets will depend upon
the type of IRA account you have selected. You will have the option to
allow IPM to liquidate your precious metals assets, or to take physical
delivery of your coins. Either way, you have the opportunity to benefit
from both the bullion value of the coins, plus any numismatic appre-
ciation that may have accrued.
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Start their future with a
bang by helping enroll that
new graduate into a precious
metals based IRA account.
Anyone over the age of 18 is
eligible (see accompanying
article for more eligibility
guidelines). Can you think of
a better way to teach a
young person the value of
saving for the future, the
value of a hard asset hold-
ing, and the value of a diver-
sified savings strategy?

Our IRA director can assist
you in setting up the perfect
beginning for your child or
grandchild. Call today for
more information:

1-800-781-2090



What if my coins peak in
value before I’m eligible
to take a distribution?
Precious metals IRAs are self-di-
rected funds. You can instruct your
trust company to make changes
that will maximize your returns by
trading one asset for another. Your
IPM representative will track the
value of your holdings just as he or
she would with any other acquisi-
tion, and inform you when
changes could be advantageous
(please note that it is your respon-
sibility to consider any possible tax
consequences when reallocating
IRA assets).

How do I get started?
Talk to your IPM representative
today for more information about
getting started with a precious met-
als IRA. You will have the opportu-
nity to choose a trust company
whose services best match your
needs. You’ll receive an information
package provided by the trust com-
pany that includes application pa-
perwork needed to establish an
account. Your representative will
help you to choose one or more
precious metal assets that represent
the best opportunity for your fu-
ture. Then, after completing the
few simple steps outlined above,
you will be enjoying the freedom,
flexibility and security of a self-di-
rected precious metals IRA. We at
IPM are eager to help you plan for
your future, and look forward to as-
sisting with an IRA that you choose
to match your needs!

“…Governments can’t debase it. It has no debts, no board of directors, no
politicians or central bankers who can mess with its value. That’s why gold has
survived every economy history has ever witnessed and preserved investors
purchasing power over a span of some 5,000 years.

“If you think gold is expensive right now, think again. My longer-term target for
gold is more than $2,100 an ounce. That means gold is undervalued by as
much as $1,400!  ”

- Martin Weiss’ Safe Money Report

“I’m betting that gold is cheap, and that it’ll correct as oil goes higher and
countries such as Russia, Venezuela, the Arab states and Africa become more
reluctant to accept the U.S. dollar. For a while now, we’ve been allowed to pay
for the goods and services from other countries with funny money, but the
world appears to be less and less willing to take it as payment.”

- Robert Kiyosaki, author of 
Rich Dad, Poor Dad

“…Current prices are just one indicator of the weakness of the U.S. dollar. Oil
at $95 a barrel has led to higher gasoline prices, and the Canadian dollar is at
a 130-year peak… these factors have motivated investors to exchange their
cash for gold…”

- Al Doyle, in
Coin World  magazine

“Consider… the factors that have driven gold prices high. Primarily these are
a wide array of political, economic, and financial problems that have scared
investors into buying historically large volumes of gold. It would take a whole-
sale resolution of these problems for gold to deflate mightily.

“Indeed, one of the interesting characteristics in recent weeks, since around
September, is that many investors that had taken the practice of buying on
dips have stopped doing this, buying even when prices are high and not wait-
ing for any declines in prices before adding to their positions.”

- CPM Group Precious Metals Advisory

“With a slew of major fundamental forces behind its bull market, gold is
poised to soar much higher,  really quickly.”

- Larry Edelson’s Real Wealth Report

“
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Have you heard?



IPM’s time-tested formula for success brought its clients substantial
rewards in the 1990s - a decade marked by sagging metals markets.
With the advent of the new bull market beginning in 2002, the rules

have been rewritten – and the results have been phenomenal.
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t
Traditionally, precious metal investor coins like
the American Eagle have been valued for their bul-
lion content alone. IPM has built countless success
stories based on another vital but often overlooked
secondary market for bullion coins that is based
on the rarity and investor/collector demand for
previous issue gold, silver and platinum coins.

IPM analysts have made an art of identifying key
opportunities associated with all coins of the mod-
ern U.S. bullion program, begun in 1986. Simple as
the strategy appears, it requires more market infor-
mation and research than the individual investor
could readily manage
on his or her own.
Significantly en-
hanced values among
certain coin issues are
part of a phenome-
non widely recog-
nized within the
collector community.
Surprisingly, few have
attempted to exploit
this in any systematic
way. IPM pioneered
this segment of the
coin market, and its
success and track
record have launched
the company to a po-
sition among the top
names in the precious metals coin market.

Not so long ago there was a wide chasm that sepa-
rating rare coin “collectors” and modern bullion “in-
vestors.” Various forces in the respective cultures of
the collector and investor spheres drive these ele-
ments apart, tending to label and segregate goals and
intentions in an artificial and unproductive manner.
Modern issue coins were spurned by the collector
community; the notion of secondary market value
was shunned by bullion investors. Though neither
side gained anything from these notions, they re-
mained firmly rooted, even as pioneering firms such
as IPM quietly positioned their clients in the vacant
but fertile middle ground and enjoyed great success.

While some opposition between these camps re-
mains, the middle ground has grown consider-
ably, gaining mainstream acceptance. Along with
a few firms like IPM, television and the internet
brought new focus on modern-issue Eagle frac-
tional coins, particularly those that have been cer-
tified and encapsulated by third-party grading
services (see related story, page 14). Even some
stalwart icons of the investor/collector divide are
ceding to the new realities of the modern precious
metals coin market. Recent articles in publica-
tions including Wall Street Journal, Coin World
and Numismatic News all mark a shift towards

this new way of
thinking.

IPM has always
been at the fore-
front of this power-
ful market dynamic,
and can lay claim to
a level of success
that few precious
metals coin dealers
can. The company’s
guiding market phi-
losophy has always
been a simple but
powerful one:
Given that low
mintage U.S. Mint
uncirculated coins

enjoy both a bullion value and an independent
collector value, they have in effect a built-in hedge
for the individual investor, which can yield profit
opportunities regardless of metal market trends.

The key to producing real returns for IPM
clients is simple: Identify U.S. Mint uncirculated
coins whose sales trend numbers suggest a low
final mintage and recommend them to clients,
especially when metal prices move in a favorable
direction. Then, identify the key opportunities
for the investor to liquidate or reallocate. This is
not rocket science to be sure, but many IPM
clients tell us that their previous broker never,
not even a single time, called them with an op-

“Modern issue coins were
spurned by the collector
community. The notion of

secondary market value was shunned by
bullion investors. Though neither side
gained anything from these notions, they
remained firmly rooted even as pioneering
firms such as IPM quietly positioned their
clients in the vacant but fertile middle
ground and enjoyed great success.”

SMART MONEY
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portunity to liquidate or reallocate
their holdings and enjoy a profit.
IPM stands head and shoulders
above other national coin dealers
when it comes to the systematic
re-purchase of U.S. Mint uncircu-
lated coins. Someone in IPM’s
marketing department once put it
this way: “We’d be tempted to call
this common sense, but given how
uncommon the practice is in the
industry, we’ve decided to call it
The IPM Difference.”

Whatever clients choose to call it,
they can rest assured IPM stands
committed to building success sto-
ries for them. Company founder
and president, Carl Wright, has
earned lasting respect from col-
leagues, clients and competitors
alike for his true dedication to a
“win/win” philosophy in an age
where the idea has become little
more than a platitude. Wright has
kept a steady hand at the helm of
the company since its inception in
1995 and remains committed to
keeping IPM at the forefront of the
market by focusing on strategies
that work for both company and
client. “I had worked in this sector
for most of my adult life when I
started the company. I saw an op-
portunity to do things differently,
that took a longer view of client re-
lationships than was practiced else-
where. Twelve years out, I am
proud of what we’ve accomplished
and excited to continue building
on the formula.”   

“I saw an opportunity to do
things differently, that took a
longer view of client relation-

ships than was practiced elsewhere.
Twelve years out, I am proud of what
we’ve accomplished and excited to
continue building on the formula.”

– IPM president Carl Wright
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Make sure your golden years are golden

A precious metals IRA can help

INTERNATIONAL PRECIOUS METALS 

Did you know that you can hold 
precious metals in an Individual 
Retirement Account? In a self-
directed IRA account, you are in 
control, not some nameless fund 
manager. All IRA options, includ-
ing traditional, Roth, and SEP 
plans are available. Start a new 
account or roll over an existing 
IRA into a new precious metals 
holding. You’ll find more informa-
tion on page 50 of NTK. 



H
Classics

Holding American Eagle Gold coins can be
both financially and personally rewarding.
Simply holding an Eagle coin in one’s hand
can evoke a sense of history, patriotism and
financial responsibility, all at the same time.
When the U.S. Mint first struck the first
Gold Eagle in 1986, it had been over 50
years since the Mint had produced gold
coins, save for a few commemorative strikes.
Twenty years later, the Eagle remains the
most respected legal tender gold coin
minted anywhere in the world.

Thousands of Americans and people world-
wide have systematically collected these
beautiful coins for their beauty, symbolism,
and opportunity for financial return. If you
would like to join those thousands, or if you
already have and need to fill in some gaps,
then these pages are for you. Even if you are
not intent on making a systematic collec-
tion, consider that the twenty year history
of the American Eagle Gold coin series
spans that of an entire new generation –
your children, perhaps your grandchildren.
It is never too late to add an heirloom coin
that marks a birth date, marriage or other
significant family event. Eagle coins make
perfect gifts, perfect heirlooms, and perfect
numismatic holdings.
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American

Order by number… Simply find the year and denomination
you are looking for, and note the code. If you received an order
form with your copy of Need To Know, then simply find that
item’s code and corresponding price. If you did not receive an
order form or don’t have one handy, simply give us a call!

1-800-781-2090

1986
1986 $50 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE86-1

1986 $25 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE86-2

1986 $10 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE86-3

1986 $5 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . . .Order item GE86-4



1987

1989

1987 $50 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE87-1

1987 $25 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE87-2

1987 $10 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE87-3

1987 $5 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . . .Order item GE87-4

1988
1988 $50 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE88-1

1988 $25 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE88-2

1988 $10 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE88-3

1988 $5 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . . .Order item GE88-4

1989 $50 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE89-1

1989 $25 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE89-2

1989 $10 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE89-3

1989 $5 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . . .Order item GE89-4
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Meet the

Family
$50 Gold Eagle

$25 Gold Eagle

$10 Gold Eagle

$5 Gold Eagle

One full troy ounce gold content
1.287" diameter (32.7 mm)
0.113" thickness(2.87 mm)

One half troy ounce gold content
1.063" diameter (27.0 mm)
0.085" thickness(2.15 mm)

One quarter troy ounce gold content
0.866" diameter (22.0 mm)
0.070" thickness(1.78 mm)

One tenth troy ounce gold content
0.650" diameter (16.5 mm)
0.049" thickness(1.26 mm)

Order ANY American Eagle Gold coin struck, in guaranteed

Brilliant Uncirculated condition!

1990 $50 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE90-1

1990 $25 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE90-2

1990 $10 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE90-3

1990 $5 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . . .Order item GE90-4

1990



1994
1994 $50 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE94-1

1994 $25 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE94-2

1994 $10 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE94-3

1994 $5 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . . .Order item GE94-4

1992

1991 $50 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE91-1

1991 $25 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE91-2

1991 $10 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE91-3

1991 $5 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . . .Order item GE91-4

1992 $50 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE92-1

1992 $25 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE92-2

1992 $10 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE92-3

1992 $5 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . . .Order item GE92-4

Order ANY American Eagle Gold coin struck, in guaranteed

Brilliant Uncirculated condition!

1993
1993 $50 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE93-1

1993 $25 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE93-2

1993 $10 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE93-3

1993 $5 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . . .Order item GE93-4

Gold has been mankind’s obsession
since the dawn of civilization. Used
as money in China over 3,000

years ago, gold was first coined by the Ro-
mans in 50 B.C. America’s first gold coins –
the original Eagles –  were produced by the
three-year-old United States Mint in 1795.
Today, gold coins are seldom found in cir-
culation. Instead, they’re often found in in-
vestment portfolios.

When you invest in gold, choose the bullion
coins that feature the very symbol of our na-
tion’s freedom – the American eagle. Choose
American Eagle Gold Bullion Coins, the
number one gold bullion coins in the world,
from the United States Mint.

Investing in Gold Eagles increases your
portfolio’s diversity. They bring balance, be-
cause their value often moves independently
of stocks and bonds. They offer liquidity,
meaning they’re easy to buy and sell. And
in this fast-paced world of electronic in-
vesting, Gold Eagles are tangible invest-
ments whose beauty and artistry you can
literally enjoy in the palm of your hand.
Available in four denominations, they sell
at a variety of prices – smaller sizes also
make affordable, thoughtful gifts.

UNCLE SAM
SAYS

Here’s what the United

States Mint has to say

about Eagle coins. Ex-

cerpted directly from offi-

cial Mint literature
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Order ANY American Eagle Gold coin struck, in guaranteed

Brilliant Uncirculated condition!

1995
1995 $50 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE95-1

1995 $25 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE95-2

1995 $10 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE95-3

1995 $5 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . . .Order item GE95-4
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1996 $50 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE96-1

1996 $25 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE96-2

1996 $10 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE96-3

1996 $5 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . . .Order item GE96-4

1996

1997
1997 $50 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE97-1

1997 $25 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE97-2

1997 $10 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE97-3

1997 $5 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . . .Order item GE97-4

1998
1998 $50 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE98-1

1998 $25 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE98-2

1998 $10 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE98-3

1998 $5 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . . .Order item GE98-4

American Eagle Gold Coins
Authorized by Congress in 1985 and first
minted in 1986, American Eagle Gold Bul-
lion Coins are minted according to the
durable, 22-karat standard established for cir-
culating gold coinage 350 years ago. Each
coin contains its full, stated weight of pure
gold, which by law, must be taken from
newly-mined sources in America. The bal-
ance consists of silver and copper, added to
increase the coin’s durability to help resist
scratching and marring, which can adversely
affect a bullion coin’s resale value. Gold Ea-
gles are rich in history, too. The obverse is
based on world-renowned American sculp-
tor Augustus Saint-Gaudens’ design for the
prized 1907 $20 gold coin. The reverse pic-
tures a family of eagles, symbolizing family
tradition and unity.

Government Guarantee
American Eagle Gold coins are America’s
only official investment-grade gold bullion
coins . They’re the world’s only gold bullion
coins whose weight, content and purity are
guaranteed by the United States Government
[note that the American Buffalo coin now
shares these distinctions]. So like the dollar,
American Eagles are welcome in major in-
vestment markets worldwide. You can even
include them in an Individual Retirement
Account (IRA). 

Portfolio Diversification
Many investment experts believe that adding
gold to your portfolio may improve its per-
formance. That’s because the forces that de-
termine gold’s price usually differ from and
in many cases counter the forces that deter-
mine the price of many financial assets. In-
vestment advisors often suggest that this
relationship may help to reduce portfolio



1999

2001

1999 $50 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE99-1

1999 $25 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE99-2

1999 $10 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE99-3

1999 $5 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . . .Order item GE99-4

2000
2000 $50 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE00-1

2000 $25 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE00-2

2000 $10 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE00-3

2000 $5 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . . .Order item GE00-4

2001 $50 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE01-1

2001 $25 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE01-2

2001 $10 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE01-3

2001 $5 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . . .Order item GE01-4

UNCLE SAM SAYS

make the

Grade

All American Eagles shown here
are also available in NGC
certified and encapsulated MS-
69 condition. A few may also be
available in MS-70 condition.
Call your account executive for
pricing and availability!

Order ANY American Eagle Gold coin struck, in guaranteed

Brilliant Uncirculated condition!

2002 $50 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE02-1

2002 $25 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE02-2

2002 $10 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE02-3

2002 $5 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . . .Order item GE02-4

2007 Certified Gold Set
Order item CS-1

2007 Certified Platinum Set
Order item CS-2

2002

volatility. Gold Eagles are the easy, con-
venient and affordable way to add gold
to your portfolio.

Easy to Buy and Sell
One measure of an investment is liquid-
ity: How easily can it be converted into
cash? Gold Eagles, with their unique U.S.
Government backing, can be sold for cash
at most coin and precious metals dealers
worldwide. They’re also legal tender. Their
face values are largely symbolic, because
gold’s market price – which is reported in
the market pages and web sites of major
newspapers – has historically been higher.



Order ANY American Eagle Gold coin struck, in guaranteed

Brilliant Uncirculated condition!

2003
2003 $50 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE03-1

2003 $25 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE03-2

2003 $10 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE03-3

2003 $5 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . . .Order item GE03-4

2004
2004 $50 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE04-1

2004 $25 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE04-2

2004 $10 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE04-3

2004 $5 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . . .Order item GE04-4

2005
2005 $50 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE05-1

2005 $25 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE05-2

2005 $10 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE05-3

2005 $5 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . . .Order item GE05-4

2006
2006 $50 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE06-1

2006 $25 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE06-2

2006 $10 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . .Order item GE06-3

2006 $5 Gold Eagle  . . . . . . . .Order item GE06-4

2007 $50 Gold Eagle
Order item GE07-1

2007 $25 Gold Eagle
Order item GE07-2

2007 $10 Gold Eagle
Order item GE07-3

2007 $5 Gold Eagle
Order item GE07-4

2007

2008
Call for up-to-the-minute

pricing on current issue
American Eagle Gold coins

in all denominations!
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Terms and Condi-
tions of Sale
Important considerations before you ac-
quire any coin:

Future Projections of Value:  When IPM
makes projections as to the future value of a
coin, we take into account the past history,
as well as current events, to describe what
may happen to the value of the coin.  We
carefully consider such things as:

1.) Past Performance: We base our projec-
tions for rare coin prices in part on the his-
tory of rare coin performance.  If certain rare
coins made gains under certain conditions in
the past, they have the potential to also in-
crease in value if similar conditions exist in
the future.

2.) Economic Forecasts: For the next three to
five year period, or the next 10 year period,
we use a variety of analyses and forecasts to
determine the kind of economic environment
we expect to see.

3.) Supply and Demand: IPM always takes
into account the factors of supply and de-
mand.  These factors are critical to the suc-
cess of any rare coin investment.  Over the
past 25 years, the number of surviving origi-
nal mint condition investment grade rare
coins has remained fixed, yet the number of
collectors is estimated to be five times more
than in the 1960’s.

Investor Grades:  Most historic United States
coins we sell at IPM are investor-grade-
certified by independent third-party grading
specialists including Professional Coin Grad-
ing Services (PCGS) and Numismatic Guar-
antee Corporation (NGC).  Expert
third-party grade certification offers buyers
the additional protection of independent
grading.  In addition, when a coin is graded
by an independent grading service, the com-
pany often provides its own guarantee of
grading accuracy (please contact the grading
service identified on the coin holder(s) for de-
tails; IPM does not independently guarantee
the grading accuracy of any coin sold).

Uncertified Coins:  Uncertified coins are
graded by IPM according to our experience
and knowledge of the market.  However, the
interpretations of various published stan-

dards for grading, including those upon
which IPM relies, have changed over time
and could change in the future. Terms used
to describe uncertified coins, including ad-
jectival and numerical descriptions of coins
are the opinion of IPM and not an attribu-
tion. Therefore, no warranty, either express
or implied, is made by IPM with respect to
such grading since the standards used to
make grading determinations can and do
vary amongst experts.

Risk:  While rare coins often represent an ex-
cellent investment, you should be aware that
the purchase of coins, like any other invest-
ment, involves risk.  The value of any rare
coin fluctuates over time based on supply and
demand.  The value of any rare coin may
therefore go up as well as down over any
given period of time.

Appreciation:  Because of the difference be-
tween any coin dealer’s buy price and its sell-
ing price, your purchase has to appreciate
before you can recover the purchase price.
Coins are not an overnight get-rich-quick op-
portunity; some appreciate substantially, but
others do not.  Like many other investments
that may appreciate over time, rare coins re-
quire patience and a willingness to hold an
investment which offers no current income.  

Prices:  IPM prices are generally (but not al-
ways) lower than or competitive with those
you might find elsewhere.  We feel that our
prices reflect the quality of the coins we are
selling; the effort we put into obtaining such
quality coins; and the assurance we give buy-
ers through our liberal return policies (see
Terms & Conditions, below).  IPM provides
other exceptional services including toll-free
order lines, free rare coin consultation, ex-
traordinary customer service and 24-hour
availability.

Credit Cards:  Your Visa, Mastercard, Amer-
ican Express, and Discover cards are always
welcome at IPM for the purchase of items
promoted by IPM, when acquired under the
stated terms of the promotion. 

Collector Coins:  Some coins we offer may
have an as-yet unproven investment poten-
tial.  Many of these unusual, beautiful and
highly sought-after items are often recom-
mended as collectibles.  In our advertising we
do not recommend them as investments, and
we make no claims as to the future value or
growth projections for such collectibles.
These are often inexpensive items, or have a

high premium over their precious-metals
content, and are often purchased because of
their unique beauty rather than their invest-
ment potential, though they well may appre-
ciate in value in the future.

Investor Coins:  Some coins we offer may be
described as rare and, we believe, suitable for
investment.  IPM attempts to identify these
as investment coins, and will happily discuss
with you the history of any such coin, its his-
toric growth in value and its potential for fu-
ture increases in value, as we see it.  As the
future is unknown, however, no guarantee,
express or implied, is made concerning the
investment performance of any coin or its
value in the future.

Coins described or categorized as rare coins
have historically enjoyed the potential for
particularly large gains in value, and as such
many may be rightly seen as having sound
potential as investment holdings. IPM ex-
pressly cautions the prospective investor that
due to factors particular to the rare coin mar-
ket, gross margins charged on rare coin sales
often exceed those of other investment vehi-
cles. Therefore, rare coins should be consid-
ered to be long-term investments with a
holding period of at least three (3) to five (5)
years. This time frame is a guideline only and
should in no way be construed as a guaran-
tee that any coin will ever realize any partic-
ular value.

Buyback Policy:  IPM’s general policy is to
offer buyback services to its clients, and en-
courages clients to give IPM first opportu-
nity to serve them when choosing to
liquidate or reallocate a coin holding. It is
IPM policy to offer clients “fair market
value” at all times, on all coins originally ac-
quired through IPM. IPM defines fair mar-
ket value accordingly: The price that IPM
might immediately realize by selling a coin
to another dealer on a wholesale basis, in ad-
dition to commission and transaction
charges that are usual and customary in the
retail coin market. IPM offers no guarantee
that its bid offers might be equal to or higher
than those of any other dealer or broker, nor
shall competing bid offers alter the above
definition of fair market value.



Terms and Condi-
tions of Sale
Terms and Conditions to accompany and
apply to each purchase from IPM:

As a material part of your purchase you agree
to accept the following Terms and Condi-
tions of Sale. Holding your purchase beyond
the limits of the return policies stated below
constitutes your acceptance of these Terms
and Conditions:

Guarantee:

OUR GUARANTEE:  “If you are not satis-
fied with your purchase FOR ANY REA-
SON, we will happily give you a refund
within FIFTEEN (15) DAYS of the sale.”
What this means is that we will give you your
money back, excluding shipping and insur-
ance charges (if any), so long as you do the
following:

1.) Return the purchase to us within FIF-
TEEN (15) DAYS of the day you purchased
it.  The purchase must arrive in our store
within Fifteen Days of the date on your re-
ceipt.

2.) Return the purchase to us in the ORIGI-
NAL PACKAGING, with the coins in the
same condition in which they were pur-
chased, with their holders not being tam-
pered with or otherwise disturbed.  We
cannot accept returns in cases where original,
sealed packaging or holders have been opened
or subject to other tampering, because this
can bring into question the circulation qual-
ity, and thus the value, of the coins.

EXCEPTIONS: All sales or trades of one-
ounce bullion products of any and all pre-
cious metals are FINAL, and cannot be
returned to us.  Bullion is ordinarily pur-
chased in speculative hope that it will increase
in value.  While this is often the case, some-
times it is not, and we cannot guarantee the
future value of any purchase. Due to the ex-
ceptional price volatility of these items we
cannot accept returns on bullion sales. Addi-
tionally, no guarantee applies to transactions
involving any coin or other item, which are a
special order, or for which special price
and/or payment terms have been negotiated.
In such cases sales are considered to be final.

Return Policy:

If you paid CASH for your purchase, the
full amount of the purchase will be refunded
to you, less shipping and insurance charges,
if any.

If you paid for your purchase with a credit
card, we will credit the amount of your pur-
chase to the card on which the purchase was
made, less shipping and insurance charges,
if any. 

Choice of Law:

This sale occurred, for all purposes, in Hardin
County, State of Texas;  and a Court  of
proper jurisdiction in Hardin County, State
of Texas is the sole forum for any legal dis-
putes which may arise on account of any sales
made by International Precious Metals, Inc.
to anyone, or on account of any other dispute
which may arise on account of the operation
of International Precious Metals, Inc.

All items are offered for sale on a first-come,
first-served basis and are subject to prior sale.
All prices are subject to change without no-
tice. All offers are void where prohibited by
law. IPM is a division of Carl Wright Enter-
prises, Inc., and is not affiliated with the U.S.
Mint or any government agency.

THANK YOU AGAIN FOR YOUR PUR-
CHASE.  Should you ever have any question
or comment about us or your purchase,
please call us immediately at 1-800-781-
2090.

INTERNATIONAL PRECIOUS METALS

1155 Highway 327 East
Silsbee, Texas 77656

1 Wingate Boulevard
Brookeland, Texas 75931

•

www.preciousmetals.com

info@preciousmetals.com

•

24 hour client line:

800-781-2090

•

fax:

409-385-7550

IMPORTANT NOTES
All investments involve risk; projections

and predictions of future performance

of any investment vehicle by IPM do

not imply a guarantee. Photographic

representations of coins shown in this

publication are generally enlarged to

show detail, and may be digitally en-

hanced or manipulated. Unless a spe-

cific grade or other condition is

specified, modern issue coins portrayed

in this publications are guaranteed to

be delivered in brilliant uncirculated

condition. IPM cannot be held respon-

sible for typographical errors in price or

any other information presented.

2008 © Copyright, International

Precious Metals. All rights

reserved.
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Where has your money been this millennium? One look at this chart, which pits 
two precious metals against two major stock indices in a unique 

apples-to-apples comparison, might make you wish you could turn the clock 
back for a quick allocation adjustment. Current economic forecasts suggest a 

continuation of these trends, so it’s not too late to enjoy the opportunity to 
reap the rewards of a changing market.

Precious Metals
your answer to allocation frustration
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